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POWER
Dr. R. C. Gowdy

amount of cleverness could have accomplished the result
had it not been for the development of power.

The discoveries of Faraday, Henry, Kelvin, Hertz,
Thomson, and a host of other investigators in the field of
electricity furnished the inventor and engineer with a
new form of power. Electricity has not only provided a
convenient means of transmitting and distributing energy
but, by reason of its almost instantaneous response to
control, has made possible the telegraph, telephone, radio,
and television.

Perhaps this should have been called the "Age of
Power," for it is the development, distribution, and control
of power which has changed the face of the earth and the
lives of its people during the past century-power to lift
enormous weights, to cut, to form with precision and
speed, to carry men and materials by land, water, and air,
and to transmit messages with the speed of light, power
to relieve humanity of its arduous tasks and to give it

. extended range of accomplishment.

ABOUT the middle of the last century machines began. .
. I . th f 11 CI'V WIth the command of mechanical power has come an-to play an Important ro e In e economy 0 a - .

. . . d h . d' th t 'ti . often other power, one not defined as a rate of doing work, forilized nations an t e perlo SInce a Ime IS . . . .. .
'''Th M hi A " It has not to do WIth force and distance but WIth subjectivereferred to as e ac me gee . .. and Immeasurable values, a power of control over environ-

But machines were not suddenly Invented on New ment and therefore with influence on the lives and ulti-
Year's Eve 1849; they are of great antiquity. Theprimi- mately on the thought, of human beings. "The Power Age"
tive man who used a stick to pry up a boulder employed has done much more than change the standard of living as
a machine to accomplish what he could not do bare- represented by material possessions; it has brought about
handed. And with this device he probably pushed rocks drastic economic and social changes, perhaps too rapidly
over a cliff onto some unfriendly neighbor, and thus began for human adjustments to follow.
military engineering and mechanized. warfare ". Even the The causes of the present war are numerous, complex,
complicated equipment of modern Industry IS for. the and deeply rooted. Had they been simple and immediate,
most part the combination of very old fundamental devices : there would probably have been sufficient individua:l or
the lathe and boring mill ~eveloped from the po~t:r's collective intelligence to solve the problem without battle.
wheel, the drill from fire-sticks, and even the mI1h~g Whatever the historians-and psychiatrists-may finally
machine which is considered very modern was first built decide about the reasons and the blame for a world gone
in 1818. mad, there is no doubt that economic and social conditions

For hundreds of years the improvement of machinery will form major chapters in the reports. And many times
was slow and its use limited. Transportation on land it will be pointed out that "The Power Age" created
developed nothing new after the invention of the wheel, wealth so rapidly that it was not well distributed, that it
and on the sea mechanical propulsion of large craft by changed not only the way of living but the pattern of
oars was abandoned when society's estimate of the value thought when it moved people from farm and village to
of human life made the cost of power prohibitive-that, the congestion of industrial communities, that power
and the fact that the power plant weighed nearly three brought world competition for markets and supplies, and
tons per horsepower of continuous output. engendered national antagonisms. Yet on the whole the

Previous to the nineteenth century machines were oper- contributions of this age must be desirable or people
ated by very feeble sources of power, for the most part would not be striving, individually, by groups, and by
by hand, some by horses or oxen and a few by water- nations, to obtain or retain the things and services which
wheels. The size of machinery was therefore limited and the period has produced.
the rapid working of large pieces of hard material was It requires no exposition to show the ultimate futility
impossible. of war or the immediate and irreparable ruin which it

About the beginning of the nineteenth century the im- causes. It may be important to point out that war calls
provement of the steam engine from its original bulky science and techn~logy to destroy. at a rate muc~ ~reater
and inefficient form began to make power available in than they ever built, and power directed to demolit ion and
considerable quantity and at moderate cost. This supply murder is surprisingly effective.
of power stimulated mechanical development and by the Some day the war will end and power will again be
middle of the century not only had steam-driven machines used constructively, and for those able to do something
taken over the maj or tasks of production, but the railroad constructive there will be a great task, a great responsi-
and the steamship had revolutionized transportation. All bility, and a great opportunity. And much power will be
of this progress required mechanical ingenuity but no 'needed-especially "brain power."
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A TWENTY-YEAR RESUME
Douglas Vest, Ch.E. '42

This short history of the "Cooperative Engineer" is dedicated to Professor
Clyde W. Park. an inspiration and guide during a score of years of publication.

WITH the publication of the July issue of the In this manner, much interesting material which
- COOPERATIVEENGINEER,the magazine closes would have been lost or overlooked was preserved

its twentieth year of existence on the University and presented to an interested public.
of Cincinnati campus. Official publication of the The task of the first staff was a difficult one. In
students and alumni of the College of Engineering the first place, the new publication had to prove
and Commerce, this quarterly has been challenged that it served a useful purpose and a justifiable
by many problems and difficulties during its life existence. On the other hand, it was the job of
in the Quadrangle. the business staff to show a skeptical public that

To celebrate the aforenamed gala occasion, the this publication should be 'preserved as an adver-
staff has taken a deep breath, has thrown out last tising medium. Their job was much harder than
year's editor, and has proceeded to launch for- that of the editorial staff, and was made more
ward on a twofold program of solemn commemora- difficult by the strict maintenance of a high grade
tion. To begin, the regular July issue is being pre- of make-up, typography, and art work. In spite
sented to an awaiting public; but an event of a of a pressing need for funds, the business staff
far graver nature is the insertion of this resume refused to make any concessions which would have
of things which have gone before. So without any lowered the standards set forth by the editorial
further painful-not to say unpleasant-delay, staff. Their refusal was an expression of their
let's turn back the clock and see what has hap- faith in the students, alumni, and advertisers
pened, or what should have happened, in the last upon whom they depended for their existence.
twenty years. On the whole, that faith was justified. How-

October, 1921, saw the birth of the COOPERA- ever, there was no adequate means by which the
TIVEENGINEER,a direct result of the growing magazine could grasp the good will of its patrons,
interest on the part of the students and alumni and consequently it failed to receive some of the
for a publication that would reflect their common support which was available but unknown to

them. The gravity of the situation was multiplied
~ ,~ by the fact that the circulation manager withdrew

from school at the end of the first term and left
S h bi h f no competent understudy who could assume this

- aw t e Irt 0 position. At the same time, the number of work-
the COOPERATIVE ers in the advertising staff had dropped to a mini-
ENGINEER. mum, and for one reason or another, new recruits

were practically non-existent.
More than once, the staff labored under serious

doubt as to whether the third and fourth issues
Drawings by would ever become realities. The existing Board

Peggy Lavell, A.A. '43 of Activity Trustees was in the position to make a
temporary loan, but it could not make an outright

interests in the University and in the commercial contribution-nor could it authorize the publish-
and industrial world with which they were brought ing of further issues until a more impressive in-
in contact. The founders also hoped that it would come was available. In the face of the impending
be a valuable means of presenting to the readers crisis, the Coordination Department dramatically
the latest developments in the world of science came to the assistance of the infant magazine, and,
and industry. The method of presentation was with the practical teamwork for which this de-
proposed to be in such a manner that the contents partment is noted, assured the publication of the
would be both educational and interesting. Like- final issues of the year on a basis which made
wise, the cooperative students could tell to the possible the repayment of the loan and the re-
entire college by means of original compositions, serving of a minute but necessary balance- for
the humorous occurrences which they had seen the next year's equipment.
around school or on the scenes of their co-op jobs. Since the close of the first year, the COOPERATIVE
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ENGINEERhas adhered to a strict budget, with much the same as their younger student counter-
most of the advertising signed up for four issues parts. The range of such writings have embraced
and with the printing let under a four-issue con- subjects varying from a mathematical explanation
tract. Under such a form of management, there of what happens when an elevator starts and stops
have been opportunities for excellent experience to a discussion of "The History of Turkish Art
in handling office problems, and many students and Architecture," which was printed in two
have recognized this fact to their own advantage. installments.

Now, according to the reports of the older
CHEMICALS LEADING CONTRIBUTORS grads of our college, the first of the nineteen

This publication has lead an interesting life hundreds were not uneventful, as is shown by
indeed. In a total of 79 issues, there have been "Now It Can Be Told," a most enlightening bit
published 2955 pages of reading material, the of history of the first class of co-ops. This account
articles for which were contributed mostly by was written on the twentieth anniversary of the
students in the college. The Chemical Engineers co-op course, and indeed covered a lot of ancient
hold the lead for the' number of articles con- history of the first class.
tributed in a long list of articles which follows : We read, "There was something pretty solemn

Chemicals 120 about enlisting for the course in those days, for we
Electricals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 98 all had to pass through a real initiation ceremony.
Civils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 90 A six-year course seemed like a long pull. Just
Faculty 89 to prove that we meant business, we had to sign
Mechanicals 86 a triplicate agreement that was more binding
Commercials 74 than a m-arriage license in some states." What
Alumni 51 a change! That was back in the days when a
Business Ads 29 week of work followed by a week of school did a
Aeronauticals 23 pretty thorough job of confusing everybody. And
Applied Arts 7 g'oi~g on to say something about the attitude with
Generals, Architecturals, Outside.. 12 which co-ops were accepted by the other students,

the history read, "When the varsity students first
The length of the magazine also has varied heard of co-ops, they said, 'There ain't no such

greatly in length, ranging from 24 to 56 pages. In animals' and for a time they ignored us altogether.
the year of 1922, five issues appeared, while 1925
saw only three different copies. The regular
months of publication have been January, April,
July and October, but March, June, September, "Th • ,
and December have also been represented. The such am t
editors too have come from different corners of no. nel II

the Quadrangle; in 1929-30, for example, Miss anima s.

Selma Hermann guided the magazine through a
very successful year.

Even the name of the magazine has been shown
in different ways on the cover. Starting as "The
Co-operative Engineer," the cover saw the first .~JI""'" tIU!J .•.•
word of this title dropped in October, 1931. Not .J-~:" 8JF

to be outdone, the issue of October, 1938, pro- Then for awhile we were noticed, but as objects
ceeded to literally knock the hyphen from "Co- of curiosity. We were in the University, but not
operative"; so it goes. of it. Our welcome was as cordial as that of the

The kinds of articles which have appeared young man who went to the party and ate just as
in the magazine have been numerous. This state- heartily as if he'd been invited."
ment does not mean good, bad, indifferent, and The trials of work also gnawed into the hearts
the like; let's elucidate. of the poor co-op, as we are told. "The present

Alumni have a special gift for writing articles blank for reporting a co-op's progress on his out.
when approached properly. Thus it was that the side work was not yet in existence, but the fore-
first alumnus article was "The Canal Zone in man's verdict was often conveniently summed up
Retrospect," written on the basis of five years in one or two words, such as "Rotten" or "Hope-
work in the Canal Zone. In spite of graduation, less." One German foreman, in giving his esti-
jobs, families, and similar cares, alumni write mate of a member of Our class, went a little more
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into particulars on one occasion. He said, "The given a talent and who promptly buried it lest he
trouble mit him is dot he ain't Johnny on the spot." should lose it?'
Then, after a moment's reflection, he added, "By "'Naw,' grumbled Freddie, 'What's a talent,
Gott, he ain't even Johnny!" and what happened to him, and ain't you thinking

But the life of the forlorn co-op was not always of the guy what started to glow under a pint?' "
so dark as the author would have you believe, for Such as this was actually recorded in print during
in many instances "a good time was had by all." prohibition!
For example, there was the first event which got Then the following year came "The Hardest
the co-ops into the habit of going to co-op stags. Part of the First Million." Again this is one of
The menu, as recorded on reliable programs of the works of Greenawalt, telling of the Green-
the event, included the enormous output of: awalt-Snyder Company purchasing a three-ton

Potato Salad dump ~ruck to use for their own co-op labor, thus

O
. hscoming both laborers and employers. The first

ne WIener . d ,·W t t d t k ith
R

- b d day of work IS summe ,. e s ar e 0 wor WI
ye rea .C ff It on Monday. On Wednesday afternoon a dreamy

0
0 ee. tt steam-shovel operator lifted a three-hundred-
ne cigare e pound boulder some ten feet above the ground and

Something simple, but very practical, I assure you. nonchalantly pulled the wrong lever. Only a mad
In the field of athletics. it was found necessary scramble for safety kept the partnership from

for a co-op team to defeat the varsity football becoming a single proprietorship." We are also
team back in the early years when the former told of the weather of that era-"In a spirit of

economy we had bought the truck without a cab,
_ thinking that the rainy season was over for the

year. Data collected by the weather bureau, which
is pretty dependable in retrospect, shows that in
one month of May there were exactly four Sun-
days, one holiday, and twenty-six days of rain.
For four weeks not a day passed but that we were
soaked through and through and we almost grew
to have webbed fingers, like unto ducks."

October of '38 saw the rare, yet acceptable,
combine of technical fact with humorous sayings,
in the form of "You Can't Beat Those Things," a
daring expose of the slot machine trade, for

were accepted as outcasts. The emphasis on sports "despite the fact that sheriffs and grand juries
was evident in the COOPERATIVEENGINEER,for the repeatedly fail to discover any evidence of such
earlier issues carried considerably more news ma- knavery, some of us still find gambling rearing
terial than do those of today. Of course (on the its horrendous grinning head in the form of slot
sly) it could be said that sports were given a good machines, within a mere twenty miles (and much
write-up in the engineering magazine, because on less) of the Queen City." For obvious reasons, the
the team of 1921, for example, Engine School boys author of the article preferred to remain anonym-
made a total of twenty men out of a squad of ous. As partial consolation for the loss of his
thirty! investment in experience and the temporary cor-

There comes now the more serious moment for ruption of his vocabulary, he claimed to have
a rightful discussion of humor, for it has not been gained a special interest in mathematical studies.
non-existent in our periodical. A Civil by the After a light description of the customers of
name of Greenawalt was especially popular with these infernal machines, the author breaks sud-
the readers, for his humor was indeed refreshing denly into a mathematical trance, and proceeds to
to both young and old. We'll read now from "75 rip off a few choice bits of that exacting science.
Wagons, All Covered," which is the story of a The net result is that about a seventy-five per cent
trip through the Yellowstone and the resultant return is what to expect (but not too hopefully)
stopping off to get into the set of a western movie. on the "slots." Oh yes, and the sure-fire way to

" 'But, Freddie, it's our sacred duty to do this,' beat those things is with a hammer, adds the
I said. 'Aren't you urged by the scripture not to erstwhile "anonymous" Donald J. Montgomery.
hide our lights under bushels? Don't you remem- In accordance with the theme of the writing
bel' what happened to the poor fellow who was (Continued on Page 30)
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WHAT IS SCIENCE?
Boris Podolsky, Ph.D.

Associate Prof eseor of Etcperimenial. Mathematics, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

Briefly and concisely. Dr. Podolsky sets forth definitions.
purposes and uses of Science. Scientific Methods and Laws.

IN recent years the power of Science has received The chief differences are in One or more of the
such popular recognition, that the adjective following attributes: immediate purpose, attitude,

scientific attached to merchandise or to a state- and method. The ultimate purpose of all knowl-
ment is known to give to such merchandise or edge should be the enrichment of human lives.
to a statement prestige having definite adver- This enrichment proceeds in two essentially op-
tising value. As a consequence the words Science posite directions-satisfaction of existing needs
and scientific are frequently abused by those who and creation of new desires.
find it profitable to borrow reputation instead of
earning it. We shall try to explain here what IMMEDIATE PURPOSE OF SCIENCE
these words imply.

It is a commonplace statement that Science is The immediate purpose of Science is krunoledqe
a systematized body of knowledge. As a definition and understanding. It is a common experience of
of Science, however, this statement is just as in- mankind that the most worthwhile results are to
sufficient as the statement, "Man is an animal," be obtained only at a cost of temporary sacrifice
would be insufficient as a definition of Man. Both of immediate desires. Mankind's investment in
statements are true enough, but they do not tell the sciences represents this sacrifice. Thus, Science
the whole truth. Of course Science is a system- is not concerned with immediate applications of
atized body of knowledge, but so are Engineering, its discoveries-it relegates this concern to En-
Philosophy, and Religion. To understand what gineering. This difference in the immediate aims
Science is, it is necessary to know how it differs is, the significant difference between Science and
from other systematiz-ed bodies of knowledge, just Engineering; Engineering may thus be called
as we can arrive at an understanding of Man Applied Science.
when we learn the ways in which he differs from Occasionally scientific discoveries seem to be
other animals. contrary to the interests of some sections of so-

On the other hand it is not to be expected that ciety; at times they may even seem to be ruinous
a set of hard-and-fast rules could be given that to mankind. However, it is the fundamental belief
would be forever useful in telling us what is and of true scientists that such effects can be only
what is not Science. Every classification is to temporary-that in the end knowledge and under-
some extent arbitrary, and must fail in some standing lead to the enrichment of the lives and to
borderline cases. We try to discern a line where happiness of the masses of human beings.
there is no distinct division; we try to see a quali- In its immediate purpose Science does not differ
tative difference where there is only a difference from Philosophy. There seems, however, to be a
in degree. When the difference in degree is suffi- fundamental difference in the kind of questions
ciently great, a difference in kind emerges; but with which each is concerned. The main question
the borderline cases are borderline precisely be- of Science, since Galileo, has been "How?" The
cause the difference in degree is not sufficiently fundamental question of Philosophy has been
great. Further, our classifications are not and "Why?" In the language of Philosophy, Science
cannot be absolute; they change as our knowledge seeks efficient causes of phenomena, while Philos-
increases. Thus, for example, we find that the old ophy looks to the final causes. When asked, for
classification of nature into animals, vegetables, example, such a question as, "Why do oxygen and
and minerals is not sufficient, for there are living hydrogen combine to produce water?" the best
beings, such as bacteria and filterable viruses, that Science can do is to give equations that de-
which cannot properly be called either plants, scribe how the process takes place, the conditions,
animals, or minerals. We must therefore expect and the quantitative relationships involved. The
that our ideas of Science will continue to change knowledge of how enables men to control the con-
as our knowledge grows. With this warning we ditions and to predict the results of a process. The
may pass to the actual consideration of the dif- knowledge of why, which at first sight seems more
ference between Science and other bodies of important, apparently has no practical use. We
systematized knowledge. may summarize by saying that Science has for
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its immediate aim the knowledge and understand- fuses the situation. Therefore, the new phenome-
ing of how things happen. non cannot be regarded as a scientific fact until

The chief differences 'between Science and Re- the mystery has been taken out of it by further
ligion seem to be in their attitudes and their investigation; then the repeatable part of it, if
sources of knowledge. The attitude of Science, as any remains, will be a scientific fact.
will be explained later, is scepticism and willing- If an astronomer observes a heavenly body
ness to give up established theories; while the atti- which disappears before his report of it can be
tude of Religion, dealing as it does in absolutes, is checked by others, his observation cannot be re-
faith and adherence to traditions. The source of garded as a scientific fact; but if he succeeds in
scientific information is experiment; the source photographing it, the image on the photographic
of knowledge of Religion is revelation, which by plate is a scientific fact.
its very nature is unique and unreproducible ex- After accumulation of a sufficient number
perience. There is also preoccupation of some of scientific facts comes their classification
religions with "life" after death, with which and correlation. The object of this step in the
Science has been so far unable to deal scientifically. process is to find the laws governing the phe-

nomena studied. Scientific laws are the regu-
THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD larities or relations found among scientific facts.

Scientific laws are something quite different
Finally we come to the difficult question of from judicial laws. Scientific laws cannot be

what is the scientific method. It is the method by broken-not because the punishment involved
which Science grows and develops; it is part of a would be too great, for there would be no
complex process of social life itself, and no short punishment; not because men of science who
description can give an adequate picture of it.* make these laws are infallible, for being human
Let us take a diagrammatic view of this process. they err as do others; but simply because a

First, there is the accumulation of scientific scientific law ceases to be a law of science as soon
facts. We must pause to consider the nature of as any fact demonstrates the possibility of the
scientific fact. Much has been made of the idea law's being broken. Trying to break a law of
that scientific facts must be expressible quantita- Science is like trying to fire a hired man who
tively, in terms of accepted units. It seems to me, always quits just before he is fired. The essential
however, that in defining what we mean by a thing to understand here is that scientific laws
scientific fact we should not emphasize this fea- do not tell nature what to do or what not to do;
ture, although it is true that most scientific facts scientific laws are the expressions of the relations
are measured quantities. The fact that pieces of observed in nature; they are man-made state-
matter attract each other, or the fact that a prism ments of his knowledge of the laws of nature. I
breaks up white light into a rainbow-like spec- am here deliberately avoiding the philosophical
trum, are scientific facts of great importance discussion of the question of the relation between
though purely qualitative. The essential charac- reality and our cognition of it; instead, I am
teristic of a scientific fact is that of being objec- adhering to the point of view usually accepted by
tively verifiable. After a scientific fact is discov- scientists-that what we observe is a more or less
ered, it should be possible for any other suitably accurate image of reality, which can be made
equipped scientist to verify this fact by experi- more and more precise by the use of the scientific
ment or observation. This verification must be method.
d.irect, not via witn~sses of the original ?bserv~- THE SCIENTIFIC LAW
tion. In understanding the nature of SCIence, It
is well to consider one or two examples. A man of ingenuity could take the raw scien-

Recently a physicist announced a new method ' tific facts and find many different ways of ex-
of measuring the atomic weight of various sub- pressing relations between them. Which of these
stances. The method involved an entirely new relations, then, represents the scientific law? The
type of phenomena discovered by him. Others answer to this question is: the simplest law con-
tried to repeat his experiments, and it seems that eistent: 'with the facts. This answer is not very
some succeeded and some failed. None obtained definite unless we know, in case two laws are
the beautiful results of the original discoverer. proposed, how to decide which of the two is sim-
Thus, some unknown cause is involved that con- pler, To a large extent this is a question which

each science must decide for itself. There is,
* On the question of scientific method many works are however a certain fairly general requirement

available. See, for example, "Methodology of Physics" by H. hi h ' h ld ti h A··
Margenau in the Philosophy of Science for January, 1935. W IC we s ou men ion ere. scientific law
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which is independent of time, that is, a law which principles of a science to its theoretical concepts
expresses certain permanent relations, is simpler one can obtain some general statements, which
than one that changes with time. Again, if this translated into the language of observations and
change with time is incorporated in the law itself, experiments, are the laws previously obtained in
the law is simpler than when separate laws are the science, or their equivalents. Thus, scientific
required for various times. In fact, the last case laws of a science must be derivable from the
would be regarded as too complex to be seriously principles of the theory of that science.
considered in Science.

When a sufficient number of laws has been USE OF SCIENTIFIC THEORY
accumulated, an attempt is made to invent a gen- The questions may now be legitimately asked,
eral theory. A general theory is a logical system "What is the use of a scientific theory? Why not
intended to correlate all the known facts of a be satisfied with the laws?" The answer to these
science. Let us consider the chief characteristics questions is that there is no use of a poor theory,
of a scientific theory. A theory consists of a set of but that good theories are very useful. Good
ideal objects which may be called theoretical theories are distinguished by their simplicity and
concepts and a set of principles, which give their generality. The simplicity of a theory is
the rules for operating with these concepts. judged on the basis of the number of concepts it
What are these theoretical concepts and principles, introduces and the number and simplicity of its
and what does Science do with them? principles. The generality of the theory is judged

Theoretical concepts are of two general kinds- by the number and generality of the scientific laws
entities and their qualities. Entities are either that are encompassed by the theory. A good
directly perceived complexes of sensations, such theory starts with a few fundamental concepts
as this particular tree, or that particular dog; and a few simple principles. These principles lead
or generalized and somewhat abstract members to a large number of laws summarizing relations
of a class of more or less similar complexes, such from wide and diverse fields of the science, and
as a dog, or a tree; or completely hypothetical frequently of other sciences-thus forming a
objects, such as electrons, atoms, and genes. The connecting link between the sciences. A good
qualities relate to the entities and represent either example is the theory in physics called the quan-
distinguishing characteristics of the entities tum mechanics. With a few new concepts and
(which may be called their attributes), or their principles it succeeded in bringing order into the
states. As examples of attributes we may take: .problems of atomic structure, atomic spectra, dis-
the mass and the charge of an electron, which dis- persion of light, Compton effect, photo-electric
tinguish it from other kinds of. elementary parti- effect, structure of molecules, nature of chemical
cles; ability to form chemical compounds, which affinity, nature of the periodic system of elements,
distinguishes va chemical atom; ability to carry and chemical valence. Literally thousands upon
hereditary traits, which characterizes a gene. The thousands of facts of physics were correlated by
qualities that we call states characterize conditions this theory. And not only the known laws of these
of entities and are usually the results of measure- fields of knowledge are derivable from this theory,
ments. As examples we may take the speed of an but it led to the discovery of many new laws. Thus,
electron, and the energy of a photon. The distinc- a good scientific theory unifies broad fields of
tion between attributes and states lies merely in knowledge and leads to the discovery of new
the fact that attributes are assumed to be perma- knowledge. Hardly less important are the philoso-
nent and states variable qualities of entities. Thus phi cal implications of a good theory, since the
each scientific theory starts with a set of real or simplicity and generality of its principles make
assumed objects having a number of more or less them particularly suitable as a starting point for
permanent qualities. The essential condition that philosophical speculation.
must be fulfilled by all theoretical concepts is this: Once a good theory is formulated, a new rela-
Rules must be provided by which it is possible to tion becomes established between the theory and
translate scientific facts into statements about the facts. Not only can the theory be used to suggest
concepts; conversely, statements about concepts new experiments, thus leading directly to new
must be translatable into statements about scien- facts, but each single newly discovered fact can
tific experiments and observations. be directly compared with the theory. Science is

The principles of a science are merely gener- then in a position to ask this question, "What is
alized scientific laws; they state relations between the law to which this isolated fact should belong
the theoretical concepts, just as laws state rela- according to the theory, and does it agree with this
tions between scientific facts. By applying the (Continued on Page 29)
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INDUSTRIES OF THE KANAWHA VALLEY
George Pow. Jr .. Ch.E. ·43

An abundance of natural power sources-gas, coal, and water power-have pro-
moted many and various industries in the valley of the Kanawha River in West Virginia.
The author refutes the idea that only coal mines and miners are to be found there.

WEST VIRGINIA is often considered to consist first large quantity of gas to be found there was
of only coal mines and miners. Such is not discovered in 1815 by Captain James Wilson,

the case, however, for besides immense deposits of within the present city limits of Charleston. Cap-
coal, West Virginia has a wealth of natural gas, tain Wilson was drilling a salt well but did not
oil, and salt, which make her one of the country's obtain brine of the desired concentration at the
richest states in raw materials. These minerals, usual depth. Forthwith, the good captain bluntly
together with water power,. make possible the announced his intention of drilling until he got
highly industrialized Kanawha Valley. salt or until he drilled right into Hell! Shortly

Before industries of the Kanawha Valley are after this announcement, the drill struck a large
discussed, it is perhaps best to consider briefly the pocket of gas; the gas rushed to the surface and
history of the discovery and development of the burned fiercely when ignited by a nearby open
raw materials that make these industries possible. grate. Imagine his surprise! He thereby decided

The drilling and refining of salt brine was the that he had reached Old Nick's hangout, and that
'first industry of the Kanawha Valley. Salt brine further drilling was dangerous as well as useless.
was discovered in the Kanawha Valley' 'by the It was not until 1874 that gas was considered a ':
early settlers of the eighteenth century, and the valuable manufacturing fuel. From that time on,
first "salt furnace" (kettle for the crystallization the gas fields of West Virginia were explored and
of salt) was erected near Charleston in 1797 by developed very rapidly. At the present time, the
Elisha Brooks. The 'present method of percussion, state's ten thousand gas wells produce a total of
or "cable," drilling, now used to a large degree in 153 billion cubic feet' of gas annually, ranking
the drilling of oil and gas wells, was developed West Virginia fifth among the states of this
by the early salt drillers of the Kanawha Valley. country in yield of natural gas. Of this amount,
These hardy pioneers, lacking any knowledge of the industries of West Virginia consume 20 billion
drilling, with their own hands and a few back- cubic feet yearly.
woods blacksmith shops developed percussion A process for producing gasoline from West
drills and the walking-beam type of drill rig. With Virginia's natural gas recently has been developed.
this outfit, they managed to drill to depths of over A commercial grade gasoline is produced from the
one thousand feet, until then an unknown feat. condensed higher-boiling fraction of the natural

Wood was first used as fuel in boiling down the gas by removing the sulphur and giving an anti-
salt brine. The need of a better source of heat for knock treatment. In this manner from 200 to
this purpose led Davis Ruffner, in 1817, to sub- 800 gallons of gasoline may be produced from
stitute coal for the wood. After several experi- each million cubic feet of natural gas.
ments and a few advancements in the science of After the first oil well in West Virginia was
combustion, coal proved to be very satisfactory. drilled in 1859, the oil production of that state
Since then coal alone has been used for this pur- reached a peak of seven million barrels in 1923
pose. The salt industry thereafter played a large and since then has declined slightly due to de-
part in the early development of the Kanawha pleting reserves of oil.
Valley's coal industry. The Kanawha Valley extends from Gauley

The big demand for coal during the Civil War Bridge, West Virginia, where the New and Gauley
caused a great advance in the mining industry of Rivers flow together to form the Kanawha River,
what was then' the western part of Virginia. to Point Pleasant, West Virginia, where the
From that time to the present, West Virginia's Kanawha River drains into the Ohio River.
coal industry has increased until West Virginia is Just above Gauley Bridge, the Electro Metal-
now this country's leading state in the production lurgical Company has uniquely harnessed the
of bituminous coal. water power of New River. From a moderately

Gas was first discovered in West Virginia in the large dam water is drained by means of a tunnel,
middle of the eighteenth century. However, the drilled through the solid rock of the adjoining
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mountains, to a place about nine miles farther solvents. Part of the methanol produced is used
down the river. Because of the straight course to make "Zerone," and part of it is sold in the
of the tunnel and the winding course of the river, pure condition.
the tunnel is only five miles in length. Generators The other gas made from coke contains carbon.
placed at the exit of this tunnel, which holds a dioxide, hydrogen, and nitrogen. The carbon di-
head of 162 feet of water, transforms the potential oxide, as before, is removed by scrubbing with
energy of the water into electrical energy, which is water. The nitrogen and hydrogen are combined
used to refine metals and metallic compounds at one thousand atmospheres pressure and in the
used for alloying steels. Among the alloying sub- presence of a catalyst to form ammonia. Ammonia
stances produced by the Electro Metallurgical is a very important industrial commodity, espe-
Company are ferromanganese, ferrochrome, ferro- cially for the defense program, because most of
silicon, pure silicon, vanadium, and tungsten. the nitric acid produced is made by oxidizing

The large electric power demand of the Kana- ammonia. The nitric acid, in turn, is needed to
wha Valley due to the needs of the coal mines, the make nearly all of the present-day .explosives.
large industries, and the city of Charleston, is Ammonia and carbon dioxide react to form urea,
met by the Appalachian Power Company. 'I'his which is finding ever increasing uses both as a
company, operating a 125,000-kilowatt power fertilizer and as a raw material for making urea-
plant and consuming over 1,500 tons of coal daily, formaldehyde plastics.
is located on Cabin Creek, about fifteen miles
east of Charleston.

Following the course of the Kanawha River, the
next point of importance is Belle, which is eleven
miles east of Charleston. Here Lazote, Incorpor- i

ated, a subsidiary of du Pont, started producing
ammonia in 1926. In 1929, Lazote, Incorporated
was changed to the du Pont Ammonia Corpora-
tion and, in 1931, to the Belle Works of the
Ammonia Department of the E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company, Incorporated. In the fif-
teen years since Lazote, Incorporated first pro-
duced ammonia at Belle, the number of products
of the Belle Works has increased from one to more
than one hundred, truly a remarkable advance-
ment of chemistry. Some of the more important
of these products are ammonia, urea, methyl Th M R bb 5 • -L--b"-~'t~'~~"v~,,<v ,-,v.

• • • e new onsanto u er ervlce a ora ory.alcohol, higher alcohols, organic acids, "Zerone,"
"Zerex" (an ethylene glycol anti-freeze), "Lucite," "Lucite," a colorless, strong, lightweight plastic
and "Nylon." Because of the immensity of the also is produced at the Belle Works. It is synthe-
Belle Works, the syntheses of only a few of these sized from methanol, ammonia, and carbon mo-
products will be discussed. noxide, which, as shown above, are prepared from

air, water and coal. "Lucite," also, is now playing
COKE OVEN BY-PRODUCTS a part in this country's defense program because

By the coking process, coke, coal tar, benzene, of its use in airplane windshields. For this pur-
toluene and coke oven gases are obtained from pose it is more desirable than glass because of its
bituminous coal brought to the Belle Works on low density, the ease with which it is shaped into
river barges. From the coke are made two types any desired form; and its great toughness, which
of gases. The first is "water gas," containing prevents shattering and cracking.
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Also located at Belle is the Belle Alkali Com-
Removing the carbon dioxide by scrubbing with pany, which electrolizes salt brine to form sodium
water at twenty-five atmospheres pressure leaves hydroxide, chlorine, and hydrogen. All of the
only carbon monoxide and hydrogen. These are products are sold except a part of the chlorine
reacted, at about one thousand atmospheres pres- which is combined with methane, bought from
sure and in the presence of a catalyst, to form nearby natural gas concerns, to form chloro-
methyl alcohol and smaller amounts of higher methane, dichloromethane, smaller amounts of
alcohols, which are separated by distillation. Most chloroform and still smaller amounts of carbon
of the higher alcohols are sold as commercial tetrachloride.
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Glass factories of Charleston, West Virginia. In the foreground, Libbey-Owens-Ford
sheet glass plant. largest in the world; nearer the river. Owens-Illinois bottle factory.

On down the Kanawha River, about six miles When only the first three machines were in
east of Charleston, are the J. Q. Dickinson Salt operation, "biscuit" glass alone was turned out-
Furnaces, which have been in operation since glass sold for "windows" in the reta'il display
1832. Here salts of sodium and calcium are pre- boxes of National Biscuit Company crackers.
pared from the natural brine underlying the Rival glass men came to Charleston from allover
Kanawha Valley. the country to view this new way of making glass.

Some lauded; some laughed.
GLASS FACTORIES After the fourth machine had been built, events

took a turn for the better. Improvements had
On the banks of the Kanawha River at the been made and a good grade of window glass made

eastern outskirts of Charleston stand two immense its appearance. One expansion after another was
glass plants, the world's largest window glass instituted to take care of the newly created de-
plant and a huge bottle factory. mand for this superior type of machine-made

The former is owned and operated by the glass, which was a remarkable improvement over
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company. To it in the old-fashioned cylinder window glass. Since
unending streams go trainloads of sand, soda ash, then it has been a story of gradual expansion with
lime, salt cake, and the other ingredients for glass developments all along the line. Six of the lehrs in
manufacture; millions of cubic feet of gas daily; use now are each 400 feet long!
millions of feet of lumber yearly ... and out of it Meanwhile, research had found a way to modify
come millions of feet of gleaming flat glass in the original Colburn window glass machine so
another unending stream. that it could draw plate glass continuously. In

Here on October 17, 1917, the company began 1930 and 1931 the six window glass machines
operating its Charleston plant, using this coun- were replaced with those adapted to produce plate
try's first automatic, continuous, flat-drawing glass. Until 1930, the 170-foot window glass lehrs
glass-making machine which was invented by the were used to anneal both sheet and thin plate; but
late Michael Owens. Charleston was chosen as by means of mechanical improvements it was
the site for this revolutionary machine mainly possible to construct the 400-foot lehrs, greatly
because of her adjacent gas fields. Plans were increasing the speed of drawing plate glass.
made for a building to house six furnaces and The Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company's plant
lehrs (machines for heat-treating glass) . at Charleston absorbs 1,000 tons of raw materials
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every 24 hours, which includes 430 tons of sand: Kanawha Valley is South Charleston where there
seven railroad cars full! are the plants of the Carbide and Carbon Chem-

From storage bins the ingredients are drawn icals Corporation, the Westvaco Chlorine Products
into power hoppers for mixing. By means of a Corporation, the Barium Reduction Corporation,
series of automatic and semi-automatic maneuvers, and a naval armaments plant owned by the
this mixture, the "batch," flows downward to the United States Government and operated by the
"dog-houses," the glassman's name for the front Carnegie Illinois Steel Company.
of the furnace. The molten mass is picked up at
the rear of the furnace and is spread out into the ARMAMENTSNOW PRODUCED
form of a sheet. From here it is drawn up over
bending rolls into the long lehrs, where careful In 1917, when we were arming for the First
annealing properly hardens and cools the glass World War, the facilities of the armament plants
for handling by- the cutters at the far end of the of the world were taken up by orders from Great
lehrs. After cutting, the glass is packed for ship- Britain, France, and Italy. The government of our
mente The plant operates its own lumber yard country, therefore, found it necessary to erect a
to provide crates for the glass. This lumber yard naval armaments plant. The people in the vicinity
annually uses between six and eight million board of Charleston, at a cost of about $150,000, pro-
feet of lumber. vided the site for this plant in South Charleston.

Just across the street from the Libbey-Owens- Uncle Sam then erected this plant, at a total cost
Ford plant is the bottle factory of the Owens- of $10,000,000, and operated it until 1922, at
Illinois Glass Company. Here are manufactured which time it was shut down. The Carnegie
glass containers of food and alcoholic beverages. Illinois Steel Company was given a contract in
This plant, employing about a thousand men, the summer of 1940 to reopen and operate this
produced over 2,300,000,000 bottles in 1940. Their plant. At the same time, our federal government
complicated bottle-making machine which con- made an appropriation of $30,000,000 for the
tains 10,000 parts, was developed from a machine expansion of the South Charleston naval arma-
which was also invented by the late Michael ments plant.
Owens. Armaments now produced at South Charleston

are shell projectiles, small calibre cannon, and
OXIDATION OF LEAD battleship armor plate. Crudely shaped armor

plate is shipped from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania to
The plant of the Evans Lead Company, a sub- South Charleston, where it is pressed into its

sidiary of the National Lead Company, is across finished shape and heat-treated. The press oper-
the Kanawha River from Charleston. This plant ated at South Charleston weighs 14,000 tons,
was built in 1918 by the Evans Lead Company, making it the largest in the world!
then an independent firm, to apply the fuming The plant of the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals
process of producing lead oxides' from pure lead. Corporation in South Charleston has probably
It was the first plant to utilize that process, which placed more new chemical products on a commer-
consists of atomizing molten lead by compressed cial scale than has any other chemical plant in
air-on much the same principle as that of the ' the country. "Vinolite," the new plastic from
household atomizer-and oxidizing this lead vapor which are produced belts, suspenders, watch
with oxygen of the air. straps, bill folds, and similar articles, was de-

The Evans Lead Company was located in veloped and is produced at this plant. Other main
Charleston because of the natural gas nearby, products of the Carbide plant are ethylene glycol
which is used as fuel for the oxidation process. A (the main constituent of "Prestone") ~ .acetone,
disadvantage of this location is the high freight methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol, butyl alcohol, acetic
rate on the daily consumption of 55 tons of pure anhydride, and several aldehydes, ketones, ethers,
lead which is shipped to the plant from Missouri. esters, and chloro-hydrocarbons. Altogether, Car-

Two types of "lead oxides, "red lead" (Pbs04) bide makes at its .South Charleston plant some
and "litharge" (PbO), are produced by the Evans two hundred products, most of which are used as
Lead Company. Red lead is used mainly as a organic solvents.
paint pigment and in storage batteries; litharge The raw material from which Carbide and
is used in the glass, rubber, and oil refining in- Carbon brings about these miracles of chemistry
dustries, in batteries, and in the manufacture of is natural gas. Immense quantities of West Vir-
lead arsenate. ginia's natural gas are piped to Carbide's plant

The most highly industrialized section of the iConiinued on Page 31)
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OLD TRAILS AND TURNPIKES
John A. Diehl, C.E. 141

The writer, a member of the Ohio State Archaeotogi cal and Historical Society, has become well-known as

an authority on covered bridges and old roads and turnpikes. His brother, David Diehl, AA. '45, pro-

vides the illustrations for a story of the origin, sub sequent obsolescence, and revival of the turnpike.

TWO hundred years ago the only two routes the struggle to wrest the land from the Indians
from the site of Cincinnati northward were the began in earnest. From then on the old trails took

old Miami and Wabash Trails of the red men. on a considerable amount of new activity. They
They were cut through the dense wilderness by became the fur and trade routes of white men and
the Indians, who traveled them for scores of Indians in times of peace; they were their battle
years. Starting at the water front of modern routes in times of war. Small colonies and trading
Cincinnati, the Miami trail led out between Eden posts were established here and there along the
Park and the city, and, passing over the hills east way.
of Mill Creek, continued northeastward to Sharon- PIONEER ROADS
ville and beyond; it followed much of what is The roads of the settlements were mere exten-
now U. S. Route 42. The Wabash Trail led up sions of cow paths and barnyard lanes. Each
the narrow Mill Creek Valley, followed the bend pioneer, as he moved farther into the forest, ex-
at Cumminsville, at Lockland crossed to the left- tended a path from his closest neighbor to his
hand side, and, mounting the hill (State Route 4)" new place of habitation. Thus the common roads
led northwest to Hamilton. A network of Indian of the pioneer days just grew and have no
trails similar to these of the Miami tribe spread engineering history. In fact, until the French
over most of the country in those days. and Indian War, road building had no connection

The Miamis, Shawnees, and Delawares were whatsoever with engineering. Until then, each
supreme in this part of the country in 1741, being- little community was self-suffici·ent; consequently,
practically unhampered by white men. It was there was little inter-settlement communication.
not many years, however, before trouble began to The bitter war for the conquest of the continent
brew. The narrow fringe of civilization along and the common defense of the colonies caused a
the Atlantic Seaboard started to broaden and feeling of nationalism. Certain portage roads
move to the west. were necessary from a military standpoint to

By 1775, the eastern part of America to the supplement the splendid national waterways. To
mountains had been rather well settled. However, the construction of these roads the earliest engi-
neither the forests which covered the western foot- neering talent employed in this country was
hills of the Alleghenies nor the Indians who turned. In those days, the engineering involved

in road building was largely a problem of location.
The highway engineer of 1765 was the surveyor
with compass, chain, and axe.

Among the early American engineers whose
services were requisitioned by the British officers
to reconnoiter and layout these pioneer military
roads was George Washington. To him the British
General Braddock owed much for the location
and speedy construction of that first wagon

A
t d . d - f t road across the Appalachian Divide-the highway

s ur y rem," er 0 pas eras. •which has come down through history as "Brad-
roamed the valleys north and west of the Ohio dock's Road." This was the first portage road
River had been tamed at that time. Courageous from the east to the headwaters of the Ohio.
scouts and hunters brought back glowing tales Later in the French and Indian War, a second
of the great wealth in furs that could be found trans-Appalachian road was built, and was called
beyond the blue haze of the mountains. Soon the "Forbes' Road." It was over this road that the
great migrations to the west were under way and victorious army of General Forbes marched to
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annihilate the French post of Fort Duquesne and
to establish the English Fort Pitt, the Pittsburgh
of our present day. After the war, it became one
of the chief routes of the Kentucky and Ohio
pioneers.

The kind of road building that went on during
the construction of Braddock's and Forbes' Roads
is graphically described by Francis Parkman:

"The crash of falling trees resounded in the
front, where a hundred axemen labored, with
ceaseless toil, to hew a passage for the army. The
horses strained their utmost strength to drag the
ponderous wagons over roots and stumps, through
gullies and quagmires; and the regular troops
were daunted by the depth and gloom of the
forest which hedged them in on either hand and
closed its leafy arches above their heads."

These two, however, were not the only roads
by which history was made in that period. The

-- -nfqlM'-" -,..Niagara Portage Road was for many years the Toll houses dotted the countryside. ~C/

French key to the whole continent. By this means
the earliest Jesuit explorers had entered and time the smoke of the Revolution had cleared
explored the vast valley of the Mississippi. The away, all government legislation on roads was
rugged French traders followed the Niagara forgotten.
Portage Road to the west and established trading But a new nation had been formed-a group of
posts on the western frontier of the English states with common bonds, common interests,
colonies. This road was the original old portage designed for mutual aid and protection. Since
trail that by-passed Niagara Falls from Lake the new nation was very busy founding its great
Ontario to Lake Erie. Along with Forbes' and principles of .Liberty and Justice, it was only
Braddock's Roads, it figured very materially in rational to handle the question of inter-town,
the settling of the French and Indian affair. inter-state communication by private means. And

so came the turnpike and toll road era. Road
EARLY ROAD LEGISLATION building soon was taken up with an enthusiasm

For a couple of decades after the Revolutionary hardly surpassed in our own time. The first toll
War, the new nation was too busy with its political road company to be chartered was the Philadel-
and financial problems to give much attention phia and Lancaster Turnpike in Pennsylvania
to internal improvement. Only a few far-sighted in 1792. This was probably the first hard road
statesmen appreciated the pressing need of estab- in America constructed on scientific principles.
lishing lines of easy communication, particularly The economic necessity of such roads on the main
between the East and the West. Until 1790 it arteries of western traffic was amply proved by
was hardly possible to take a wagon beyond the the success of this earliest turnpike, which caused
Appalachian Divide, except over the Forbes' Road a great boom in American road building.
to Pittsburgh. From the headwaters of the Ohio, Through the efforts of Metcalf in England and
westward travel was by river or pack train. Tresganet in France, great progress had been

The first road legislation in the New World was made in the art of road building; but frequently
passed in the very early days of the colonies construction was done in imitation of the old
(1632) by the Virginia House of Burgesses. Roman roads, in which large hand-placed stones
Following the English practice then prevailing, it were used. The value of a broken stone base as a
provided that each person should work a certain firm foundation and an aid to drainage was
number of days annually on the roads, and that recognized, but the method of binding small
the parish surveyor should have charge of the fragments of stone together into an impervious
administration of the law. While this law might crust was not developed until Macadam introduced
have solved the road problem for a time in the it in England in 1816.
individual colonies, it soon became ineffective as The Secretary of the United States Treasury,
the colonies became more widespread and the Albert Gallatin, in 1807 made a famous report on
distances between neighbors increased. By the (Continued on Page 28)
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ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES
Armando Fusero, Ch.E. 144

Here again, tangible evidence is presented to show that engineers are always
active, completing the circle of a well-rounded life with good fellowship and fun.

HATS are off to Irvin Spielberg, voted the most Batter up! That was the call heard at the Aero.
outstanding engineer to be graduated this picnic at Sharon Woods, as the juniors and pre-

year. Among his few (?) achievements was the juniors cleaned up on the washed-out seniors. The
maintenance of over a 5.0 average for his five score was 10 to 9, and proves the old adage about
years here. Aside from his work 'in the Institute age creeping up on a guy! Freddie (he-man)
of Aeronautical Sciences, he had a little time to Daum was waving at some of the female species
work on the Co-op Day Executive Committee as with, his bat and happened to hit the longest
General Exhibits Chairman, and on the Arts homer of the day, and the climax came when the
Board as Director of Music Appreciation. In be- underclassmen scored the winning run in the last
tween everything else, he was secretary of Tau half of the ninth. The pleasures of the seniors
Beta Pi, and was elected to Omicron Delta Kappa were further dampened by their thoughts of a
this spring. The award going along with this "Vibrations" quiz the following day. Professor
honor was presented at the Annual Co-op Stag Jones umpired, allowing the juniors two strikes
Dinner on May 28. and the seniors four strikes, but even with this

On May 23, Engineering Tribunal held its final distinct advantage, the seniors ended up on the
dinner of the year and introduced new members short end of the score.
for next year. An election of officers resulted in Professor Hoffman-well-known by all of the
the following being chosen: President, Ellis King, M.E. students-had the Eta Kappa Nu bunch out
Com.E.; Vice-President, Larry Mongan, Ch.E.; for a beer brawl. Lunch, softball, and cards made
Secretary, Ruth Mueller, Bus.Ad.; Treasurer, Bob up the evening's entertainment. There were prob-
'Stevens, Bus. Ad. Other members of the 41-42 ably some moving pictures in there someplace,
Tribunal include the following: Darrel Parke, since Prof. Hoffman is well-known for the movies
Aero.E.; Bruce Fisher, Sophomore Representa- he has taken on his various trips. The electricals
tive; Charles Longstreet, M.E.; Charles Barger, still think he's a swell fellow, even if he is taking
E.E.; Robert Reiman, C.E.; and Byron Kress, over some third-year electrical courses!
Student Council Representative. New officers' of Eta Kappa Nu are the follow-

The "Barn" recently received a more or less ing : President, Elmer Slaughter; Vice-President,
pleasant (?) visit from the local Aeros. The occa- Gordon 'Bass; Treasurer, Elmer Smith; Recording
sion was a real "brawl," at which yellow nourish- Secretary, Austin Prugh; Corresponding Secre-
ment and other sweet trimmings were on hand. tary, Phil Hoffman.
Rumor has it that Mr. Liepmann (of the faculty) A joint dinner meeting of the downtown section
is a ,welcome addition to any party. The reper- and the campus section of the A.I.E.E. was held
cussions of this party were heard for miles. somewhere in the "Slude." National President
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Sorenson spoke during the dinner, and, along The Bus.Ad. seniors who didn't attend the
with him, National Secretary H. H. Henline was second annual dinner of the Business Administra-
also an honored guest. The main event of the tion Club should be very sorry. They missed the
evening was the presentation of seven senior first performance of Professors Geis, Sharrock,
theses. Henry Starbuck's paper on loud speaker Bursiek, and Taylor in one of those old-fashioned
feedback won the award for the best thesis pre- melodramas. Mr. Geis (you know, the one who
sented. signs the checks) played the leading role, that of

"Old Clothes Party" was the name given to the "Little Nell." On the serious side, however, the
brawl given by Eta Kappa Nu at Mt. Airy Lodge. group paved the way for a permanent organiza-
After somewhat of an uproar, peace was finally tion of their class, by electing two secretaries,
brought about by playing a waltz for Romano and Ruth Doherty and Tom Martin. It will be the duty
Slaughter. Believe it or not-the Eta's forgot of these secretaries to keep the members posted on
that the 18th amendment was repealed and con- all things that happen pertaining to the class.
sequently consumed punch, pure and simple, all The Section I Bus.Ad. juniors really enjoyed
evening. themselves at their picnic at Sharon Woods on a

Co-ep Club held its annual spring banquet in certain Satu~day afte:noon: .The liquid refresh-
honor of the, senior girls on May 9, in the Faculty ment was a Iittle late In a~rlvlng, so conseque~tly
Dining Room of the Union Building. Bedecked the baseball game was a Iittle delayed. The girls
with corsages, the seniors listened to a talk by brought the food, ?ut t~e fellows ,;ere responsible
Mr. Burt Wulfekoetter Certified Life Under- for all of the hospital bills, Dr. BIrd was the star
writer and a charter member of Tau Beta Pi here of the afternoon with some real "fast" pitching.
at the University. With considerable pomp and Congratulations to the lucky people who found
ceremony, the juniors presented the traditional North Bend Inn on ~he v.ery dark night aft:r the
take-off on the senior class, listing individually Commenc?ment. It IS said that Tau Beta Pl. held
their many (?) "accomplishments" in a poetic one of their famous danc~3 at the above-mentioned
fashion. Jane Manogue, pre-junior, led a group of place. Late reports have it :hat some ?f the dance-
"Gay Nineties" girls in a musical revue after seekers are safe and sound In East Chicago, There
which Dr. Bird obligingly presented the' latest have also been repor~s t~at John Jolly and Bill
statistics on "marriage and the home" with the Owens were shanghied Into Kentucky. Larry
senior girls as a "sampler." Pachoud's orchestra furnished the music, and

At th di I d t Pi Chi E·I from the lucky ones who got there we hear that ite same Inner, p e ges 0 1 1 pSI on, II II'S· th dri k .-, f
h it f B Ad was rea y swe · In_ce e rm s weren tree,onorary sororr y or us. . women were an- . .. . ' no one was inebriated, and consequently no one
nounced as follows: juniors-s-Mary Andres and f II · t the xi hi h fl d thl I. . .. e In 0 e rIver, w IC owe smoo y a ong
Do~othy ~cKI.bben, pre-juniors-c-Evelyn R~th- at the bottom of the hill.
kamp, Eloise SIeck, Jane Manogue, and Genevieve Incid t II th ffi f T B t Pi. · . · nCI en a y, e new 0 cers 0 au e a 1
Smith, They were initiated on June 22, at Hostess f II Presid t G D. . . are as 0 ows: reSI en , eorge awson,
Hall In Avondale, and were entertained WIth aCE · V· P id t Phil H tf E E · C
b t d th t t ft d om. ., Ice- resi en , loman,.. , or-

anque an ea re par y a erwar s. di S t El Sl ht E E. . . . respon Ing ecre ary, mer aug er~ ..;
Th~ PI Ch~ EpS.Ilo~ rrng, .presented :0. the ?ut- Recording Secretary, Jack Doerner, C.E.; Cata-

standing senior gIrl In BUSIness Administration, loguer , Doug Vest, Ch.E.; Trea-surer, Bruce
was awarded to Ruth Doherty, Secretary of Tribu- Geiger M. E.
nal, President of Pi Chi Epsilon, President of In- The 'Chemical seniors got a swell send-off Sat-
dependent Women. S~udents, Co-ep Club, .and urday, May 24, at Sharon Woods. Softball was
what-have~you. ~h.IS rrng has been awarded SInce played at all times. The seniors vs. the junior-pre-
192.5, and IS traditionally presented at the-annual junior All-Stars set-up provided plenty of excite-
sprrng banquet of the Co-ep Club. ment as well as fun. With the score knotted at

The pledges of Pi Chi Epsilon gave their annual numerous times, the junior-pre-junior All-Stars
(and traditional) picnic for the activities on June (hereinafter referred to as simply All-Stars) al-
10. In spite of the rain and getting chased out of lowed two more runs in the seventh to give the
Baldwin Hall for the night, the whole group en- seniors the game. Of course, the game has been
joyed a delicious chow mein dinner on the front protested.
steps of the building, providing entertainment for After the All-Stars took the second game, ter-
a number of important personages who kept up rible things began to happen. Several of the stars
the traffic in and out. Pepsi-Colas and a few cokes of both teams scattered to the golf driving range
were enjoyed by all. (Continued on Page 32)
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RADIANT HEAT
Paul V. Meyer, Ch.E. '41

As a follow-up for his thesis work on radiant heat as applied to the evaporation of water, the author
gives here the practical and commercial uses of the infrared process in baking, arying, and dehydrating.

A COMP ARATIVEL Y new, commercial tool is produced in the near infrared portion of the
being exploited with the rapidly expanding spectrum. Industrial infrared lamps produce

application of radiant heat to baking, drying, and energy over a broad range of wave length (8000
dehydrating processes. A phenomenal rise in the to 30,000 angstrom units) in the near inf'arcd
use of this new method of heating has grown out spectrumbordering the visible spectrum.
of the need for more effective production methods While the transfer of heat by conduction and
in certain industries. Although still in its infancy, convection takes place with intermediate heating
-the process already has proved to offer savings in of the media between the source of heat and the
time and cost; constant industrial research aim- object, the transfer of radiant heat takes place
ing toward improved methods insures a fair trial with the speed of light and passes energy through

a medium without heating it appreciably. Thus
radiant energy may be transmitted without use-
less or wasteful heating of the surrounding at-
mosphere,

Radiant heat is emitted from a heated body and
travels forth until it penetrates and is absorbed
by another body, producing a heating effect in
this absorbing body. Absorption of radiation in
the near infrared portion of the spectrum is due

-to the displacement of atoms in the molecules of
the absorbing material. Quantitative measure-
ment of the absorption of infrared radiation is
determined with a sensitive thermopile which is
measured by a galvonometer or microammeter.

The .invention of the incandescent lamp by
Thomas A. Edison was really the stimulus for

-Courtesy Automobile Facts the practical application of radiant heat. Early
Fig. I. Commercial use of infrared lamps. models of Edison's incandescent lamp produced

15 to 20 times as much radiation in the infrared
and promises a bright future for this recent spectrum as in the visible. Pro?uction of radiant
application of infrared energy, h:at depends upon the operation of a lamp at

First of all what is radiant heat or infrared slightly lower filament temperatures than those
"light", and how does it differ from other methods of the. incandescent lamp, for the temperature
of heating? Heat transfer may be effected by determines the range of wave length produced.
three methods-conduction convection and ra- Since filament temperature is easily controlled,
diation. Transfer of heat' by conduction takes the effect of various wave lengths on materials
place by impact of one molecule on another, the which ~ight be subjected to radiant heat is of
molecules remaining in their original positions; great Interest. V:ater fi.lms, for example, are
on the other hand, convection takes place by an excellent tr~nsmItters of energy below 11,000
actual motion of the more rapidly moving mole- angstrom units,
cules to new positions. However, radiation con-
sists of propagation of energy in the form of CARBON AND TUNGSTEN FILAMENTS
electromagnetic waves. 'The production of these Present commercial lamp sizes range from 60
electromagnetic waves is due to molecular or to 1000 watts. The comparative advantages and
atomic vibration or to transfer of electrons from disadvantages of carbon and tungsten filaments
outer to inner quantum levels. Radiant heat as in lamps has been the subject of considerable
produced commercially is that form of radiation investigation. Carbon filaments sublimate more
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rapidly resulting in faster blackening of the en- however, the oven requirements make the initial
closing envelope with consequent reduction in investment considerably greater than a lamp as-
effective life. Moreover, tungsten sources are sembly. The energy so produced is a combination
commercially available in larger sizes, facilitating of convectional and radiant heat.
higher heat densities. However, the use of a car- The present commercial applications of radiant
bon filament leads to the production of a cheaper heat equipment are limited to low-temperature
lamp, so that the initial outlay for a bank of heating, drying, and dehydrating processes. The
carbon-filament lamps is lower. Both types of practical temperature limit with present equip-
filaments find specific uses; the tungsten filament ment is 400-500° F. Radiant heat has found its
is more generally used because of its longer life greatest application in baking enamels. The first
and continued higher efficiency.

The suitable types of reflectors also have been
the subject of considerable investigation. Present
commercial reflectors are almost entirely of the
gold-plated type. The first reflectors were made
of aluminum. Gold reflectors offer the highest
known reflection of infrared rays being approx-
imately 92 to 98 per cent efficient as compared
with 75 to 90 per cent for chemically oxidized
aluminum. Gold has the added advantage of not
tarnishing in air and retaining its brilliance even
in severe industrial atmospheres.

Commercial installations of radiant heat equip-
ment employ large banks of lamps mounted on
structural steel frames over conveyors in such a
way as to focus the maximum amount of energy
on the object. Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate the use
of such installations. The type of reflection from
the individual reflector has received much study.
One lamp manufacturer offers an adjustable para-
bolic reflector producing convergent, divergent,
or parallel beams according to the particular use.
Various shapes of reflectors are used commer- Fig. 2. "Baking" paint with infrared lamps.

cially. Generally, convergent, crossing rays are
desirable. larg·e-scale installation of infrared lamps for bak-

ing enamels was placed in operation by the Ford
CLOSED REFLECTOR Motor Company in 1932. Previously the ordinary

baking cycle of one hour at about 250° F. was
A recent development is the closed type of re- used for baking the prime paint on automobile

flector. A special infrared transmissive glass lens bodies; with radiant heat lamp assemblies and
provides a seal over the reflector. The use of the a new type of enamel this time was reduced to
glass lens focuses the energy for most uniform 7 minutes. Initially clamshell ovens were used
distribution and minimizes glare if green tinted for this purpose, each body being baked in an in-
glass is used. The lens also protects the reflector dividual oven. Later tunnels were used, the bodies
from paint or chemical fumes thus prolonging passing through the tunnel on a conveyor.
the life of the reflector and reducing maintenance The baking of the finish coats on automobile
costs. bodies is much more difficult because color must

A special type of radiant heat equipment is be maintained and many colors are sensitive to
finding considerable application especially in the slight temperature differences. Infrared lamps
field of baking paints on thicker metallic surfaces. may be used for small, fiat repairs on the finish
A series of special heads, made of a mixture of coat. However, unsymmetrical objects such as an
materials possessing resistance to chemical re- automobile body present difficulty in application
agents and sudden temperature changes, are of a uniform energy distribution over the surface.
heated to a red heat (producing infrared radia- Much work is being carried out on this problem
tion) by a gas-air mixture. This type of equip- and many improvements have been made but no
ment can be operated at lower cost than are lamps; satisfactory solution has been offered to date. The
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various processes by actual experimental trials on
each installation. To date the only published work
attempting to predict by means of a general
theoretical equation the time, temperature, and
intensity relations applied to a particular type
of material was issued by the C. M. Hall Lamp
Company of Detroit. Such an equation was de-
veloped for thin metallic plates and was found to
hold a reasonable degree of accuracy.

Briefly, the general fields which are open for
investigation are as follows: (1) Radiation of
thick bodies (heavy gage steel, for example), (2)
Radiation when evaporation is present which may
be subdivided into three groups: (a) Pure liquid,
(b) Mixed liquids, and (c) Liquid plus solid. The
Chemical Engineering Department of the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati currently is doing research

-Courtesy Automobile Facts in the above fields. The writer was privileged to
Fig. 3. Drying a newly-painted automobile body with do thesis work on the application of radiant heat

radiant heat. to the evaporation of water. Although from a
practical standpoint such an investigation is of

application to symmetrically shaped objects pre- little value, such preliminary work is necessary
sents little difficulty. Examples of such uses in the before advancing into the more complicated and
automobile industry are the drying of steering post more practical fields of mixed liquids and liquid
columns, wheels, and steering wheels. plus solid.

Many interesting applications for radiant heat
have been developed. The dr~ing of la~ex.spr~yed ADVANTAGES OF RADIANT HEAT
on cloth as cement, the drying of printing Inks
and photographic films, the heating of aluminum Numerous advantages may be cited for radiant
pistons for insertion of piston pins, the drying of energy heating. Among these is the comparatively
plastics, the baking of wrinkle and wood finishes, low initial investment cost. No elaborately in-
the baking of bread and hams, and even the drying sulated ovens are required; only a skeleton steel
of finger nail polish may be cited. During the frame for mounting the lamps and draft shields
1937 flood, many motors, armatures, and similar are necessary. Such structures are light, compact,
parts were wetted in the Ford plant at Louisville. and require little floor space; some plants utilize
Temporary radiant heat installations were used overhead lamps and conveyors. Lighter lamp as-
for drying these parts, requiring only a fraction semblies also may be moved around for more than
of the time needed had they been completely dis- one use.
mantled. Patents have been taken out on the The speed and economy of operation in various
power. of infrare~ lamps to kill certain insects a~d applications is perhaps the greatest advantage of
organisms. The Infra~ed lamp al.so ~nds consid- radiant heating. In many cases the baking cycle
erable use by the medical profession In the treat- has been reduced to one-seventh or one-eighth the
ment of certain skin infections, notably ringworm. time required in previous convection practice.

No warm-up or cool-off periods are necessary
THEORETICAL LAWS NEEDED since closing the switch gives the maximum tem-

The rapid inception of radiant heat in so many perature instantly. Thus there is no fuel loss for
industrial fields and the potential future expan- this initial period nor any heat loss in cooling.
sion of these applications necessitate a theoretical The flexibility and ease of control also may be
development of laws governing the operation of cited. Temperature may be controlled simply by
equipment. The field for investigation herein is cutting out or adding lamps or by changing the
very broad. Due ,to the scantiness of existing speed of the conveyor.
theory, much experimental work of necessity has Occasional cleaning or reflectors and replace-
been carried out in industry relative to the efficient ment of lamps is all that is necessary in the way
production of radiant heat and baking processes. of maintenance cost for equipment. Better work-
In fact, present manufacturers of radiant heat ing conditions in the plant are effected: no smoke
equipment must determine the applicability to (Continued on Page 28)
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CINCINNATI'S SAFETY LANES
John Doerner. C.E. '42

Comparatively new. safety lanes are becoming m ore popular in the larger cities. Statistics prove
that five to ten per cent of all automobile aecide nts have been due to mechanical defects of cars.
Compulsory inspection is eliminating this caus e of serious and sometimes fatal accidents.

AMERICANS are a restless lot. They apparently is estimated t~at in one out of seven tr~ffic acci-
have inherited from their adventurous fore- dents mechanical defects of motor vehicles are

fathers who roamed this vast continent a tremend- contributing factors.
ous urge to travel. Today this restlessness finds The modern automobile equipped with fine
an outlet in automobile travel. The United States brakes, sealed-beam headlights, and blowout-proof
possesses 70 per cent of the world's automobiles. tires should be involved in an inconsequential
Our motorists number over thirty million; one number of accidents due to mechanical defects,
person out of five owns a car. From a few miles experts believe, providing that the equipment is
per year in 1900, Americans have increased their periodically inspected and the necessary repairs
mileage until now the average driver motors over made. Safety experts point to the great reduction
nine thousand miles yearly. A more striking tes- of accidents on railroads because of periodic in-
timony of our urge to travel lies in the fact that spection of all railroad equipment,
the average American car owner will surrender The growing accident rate and death toll have
almost any of his possessions and even make focused attention on any possible means of pre-
material sacrifices in his way of living in order venting automobile accidents; therefore any
to keep his car. Possessing the highest national method or movement that would mean even a 5%
standard of living, we spend a lion's share of our reduction in the annual death toll of 34,400 (1940)
income on automobiles. is worthy of our attention. Compulsory periodic

inspection of motor vehicles is one of the most
INCREASING DANGER recent movements in the field of highway safety;

During the quarter century in which the auto- statistics have proven its worth.
mobile has come into SUCll universal use the aver- The history of the inspection of motor vehicles
age horsepower has been increased from 18 in covers three phases: First, there was a movement
1910 to 90 in 1939. Moreover, highways have to establish traffic safety lanes to which motorists
been straightened and grades moderated. The in- voluntarily brought their cars for inspection of
creased mileage of hard-surfaced roads has drawn those mechanical features which effect safe opera-
motorists off old unimproved roads and there- tion. The inspection equipment used in such lanes
fore added to the already serious congestion. The was for the most part very rudimentary, by .com-
improved highways naturally lure the motorists parison with devices now available. Needless to
to travel at higher speeds and with greatly in- say, the bulk of cars voluntarily brought in were
creased horsepower he can attain them. Increased new or in good condition, although, surprisingly
congestion and higher road speeds, unfo.rtunately, enough, defects often show up in new cars when
have enhanced the probability that individual they are put through the safety lane tests. The
human error will result in serious injury or death. owners of old decrepit vehicles made few appear-
In 1940, 34,400 Americans answered the call of ances because they were reluctant to pay the
Gabriel's trumpet because of motor vehicle price of reconditioning their old junkers'. This
accidents. halfway measure failed, therefore, because the

Progress in transportation has brought with it bulk of people were not willing to sacrifice the
the problem of individual cooperation and social time or money for tests or repairs. Almost every
control. Since the individual motorist cannot be driver assumes a somewhat egotistical view of his
depended upon to keep himself and his car out of driving ability, and believes he can drive a car
difficulty, many cities and states have found it that is inferior mechanically as safely as someone
necessary to issue drivers' licenses and enforce else can drive a mechanically perfect car. In some
,compulsory periodic inspection of all motor ve- cases he may be correct, but sooner or later every
hicles. Compulsory vehicle inspection prevents the driver gets into a spot where he must call for
car owner from waiting until something falls off everything the brakes can give him; if those
'the car before he has it repaired. Even now, it brakes cannot produce enough stopping power-
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the number of traffic fatalities is increased. City, Iowa; and Washington, D. C. The procedure
Second, several states attempted to hold com- in most of these cities is to require motor vehicle

pulsory inspection in private garages. This sys- owners to bring their vehicles to the station semi-
tern failed because of the uneven standards of the annually (Memphis is an exception inasmuch as
various designated garages. Virginia has had it requires three inspections a year) where with
such a law for several years. The city of Denver, the use of modern testing equipment, the brakes,
too, has required such periodic inspection since wheel alignment, head lights, rear lights, wind-
1932. shield, windshield wiper, rear view mirror, horn

Third, the more universally accepted form of and steering apparatus are inspected by trained
compulsory vehicle inspection is now carried out employees. When the motor vehicle meets the
by the establishment of government-operated test- requirements, a certificate is given to be displayed
ing stations. The first city to establish a municipal upon the windshield. If the vehicle is found de-
inspection station was Memphis, Tennessee, where fective, the owner is required to have the neces-
inspection operations began early in 1934. A year sary repairs made either by himself or by a
later, Evanston, Illinois, and Des Moines, Iowa, private garage and to return the car to the testing
followed the example of Memphis and opened station for reinspection. Here in Cincinnati, a
municipal testing stations. thirty day period is allowed for repair and correc-

At the present, sixteen states have enacted laws tion.
legalizing compulsory inspection of some kind. Radical as the drivers in Los Angeles are said
They are: Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Dela- to be, we will use the statistics compiled in Cali-
ware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nebraska, ' fornia as an example of the average. In the year
New Hampshire, New tJersey, New Mexico, penn- 1938, 2778 people lost their lives in. automobile
sylv'ania;U;tah; VermoIrit, Virginia and Washing- accidents. In from five t6 fifteen percent of th'~se
ton.' Connecticut, Delaware, New Jersey and fatalities, defective conditions in the motor vehicle
Washington 'have erected testing stations owned involved contributed to the cause of the- accidents,
and operated by the states. Arkansas and Ne- in the opinions of recognized authorities on traffic
braska are laboring under the difficulties of a dual safety. In a recent voluntary inspection in that

state 50,424 defects were disclosed in the 25,129
cars tested-an average of two per car. Only
15.30/0 of the cars tested were found to be free
from defects.

In Evanston, Illinois, where compulsory inspec-
tion was inaugurated early in 1935, results have
been very favorable. From 1932 to 1934, before
safety testing, 4.7% of the cars involved in acci-
dents were defective. Since the operation of the
lane, this percentage has been reduced from 520/0
to 340/0 in two years. Delaware shows a reduction
in rejections from 64% to 35.2% in 3 years; New
Hampshire, 71.6% to 60.2% ; and Virginia, 57.9%
to 42.2%. These figures demonstrate conclusively

O
'd . f C" 'r f I that compulsory inspection is directly responsible

utsl e view 0 incinnaf s sa ety anes. •for better maintenance of motor vehicles.
set-up which permits both state and privately Experts agree that compulsory inspection bene-
owned stations. This dual arrangement has not fits us in the following ways:
proved very satisfactory inasmuch as a great deal. .
of confusion arises from the conflicting systems. 1. I~ :aIses the average level of vehicle con-
The rest of the sixteen states carryon inspection dition. .,
by private agencies. This system of privately 2. It educates. the public to the Importance of
operated testing stations has proved unsatisfac- prop~r maintenance. . .
tory due to variations in testing standards. 3. It raises the st~ndard of repair and main-

Cities now operating municipal testing stations tenance work in garages.
include Billings, Montana; Chicago, Illinois; Cin- In a comprehensive, effective traffic safety pro-
cinnati, Ohio; Des Moines, Iowa; Evanston, Illi- gram, compulsory periodic motor vehicle inspec-
nois; Knoxville, Tennessee; Miami, Florida; Min- tion is an important and necessary element.
neapolis, Minnesota; Portland, Oregon; Sioux A study of the reason for rejection at the
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various testing stations indicates that faulty hicle inspection, but since none was forthcoming
brakes are the most common defect, with faulty they finally took the initiative.
head lights next. Memphis, the first city to estab- The ordinance in its present modified form
lish compulsory inspection, reported that 37% covers a multitude of requirements. First, it em-
of the automobiles were rejected at first inspection powers the city manager to operate, under the
because of non-compliance with requirements. direction of the superintendent of public works,
Evanston reported 66% and Des Moines 50% of one or more testing stations. Second, it sets the
the vehicles rejected at the first inspection. Even number of inspections at two a year, one period
the second period at these cities found the number beginning April 1st and the other October 1st. The
of rejections almost as great, indicating the need fee for such services to the motorist is set at fifty
for continual and frequent inspection. Statistics
compiled by the state of Pennsylvania in its ad.
ministration of compulsory inspection show thai
of 1,501,633 cars inspected 81.9% needed repairs
41.1% needed brake work of some kind, and
21.9% needed attention to the steering mechanism
It is startling to learn that so large a number
of cars have been found with defective brakes.
Officials at the inspection stations report that :3
surprising number of new cars have defective
brakes; this fact is not exactly a pat on the back
to our automobile manufacturers. Traffic officers
believe that a large percentage of motorists drive
cars with defective brakes without realizing the
fact. This is because most people are careful
drivers who usually give themselves 'plenty of
time to stop and, therefore, do not often meet' a
situation where full brake facilities are needed.
When such motorists are forced to stop suddenly,
they may have an accident which they do not
attribute to faulty brakes because they had
deemed their brakes safe.

In general, reports from most cities having
compulsory inspection indicate that no direct an-
swer is available to the question, "Has compulsory
inspection reduced the traffic hazard?" Probably
so many factors are causing an increase in the
number of accidents that compulsory inspection,
even if it were 100 per cent effective, might not
prevent an increase, although the total number
would undoubtedly be greater without compulsory
inspection.

ORDINANCE PASSED

Cincinnati started its movement toward a com-
pulsory inspection of motor vehicles in November,
1935. For three years the ordinance was tossed
about; it was challenged several times as to its
legality, and it was used as a political football.
Late in 1939, approximately six years after
Memphis had pioneered compulsory inspection,
the city councilmen decided that it was time to
follow the general trend and passed an ordinance
providing for compulsory inspection. They had
waited for many years for a state-wide drivers'
examination law which could be coupled with ve-
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Testing automobile headlights.

cents per period; additional inspections are to be
made without charge at any time during a period
already paid for. Third, the ordinance stipulates
the regulations regarding the seal marking an
approved car. Conveniently, it. gives to every
police officer the authority to order an inspection
of any car not bearing the proper seal. This step
is necessary to insure enforcement. A section re-
quiring every motor vehicle that has been in a
collision to be retested before further operation
has also proved useful. Every car sold, new or
used, must be inspected within five days of the
date of transfer. The ordinance also contains
details of the actual inspection listing a section
for each of the following: brakes, lights, signaling
devices, windshields, windshield wipers, rear vi-
sion mirrors, tires, steering mechanism, draw
bars, fifth wheel, and towing devices. A fifty-
dollar fine for violation of any section of the
above mentioned ordinance gives real teeth to the
measure.

A suitable location for the Cincinnati testing
station was found at Central Parkway and Bates
Avenue. For many years the Waste Collection
Department had been dumping cinders and tin
cans on a low piece of city property and had
finally brought it up to the surround'ing grade.
Much difficulty has been encountered because. this
building has been erected on new, unstable fill.
Although a large number of piles were driven to
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secure a stable foundation, the floor slab has to see the fireworks.) Advancing about fifteen
settled considerably, causing acute maintenance feet your car- comes to rest above a hydraulic lift
problems. The building adjoins the Highway De- and before you are well aware of the fact, the
partment garage and is of the same general type front of the car is several feet in the air, If the
of construction as the latter. It was financed with inspector gives you a thumbs-up signal, your
a bond program, as are most municipal enter-' steering gear is good, and you proceed to bump
prises, and cost the tax payers approximately along over the brake-testing machine. The dials
$100,000. are mounted on standards about seven feet high

HYSIC L DESCRTPTION ~nd are readily visible to everyone. They indicate,
P A In hundreds of pounds, the amount of drag each

The building which is 80 feet wide and 162 wheel is supplying. The drag of all four brakes
feet long, is designed along the lines of a modern must total at least half the weight of the car, and
factory. Large frosted glass windows furnish il- no two wheels may be more than two hundred
lumination. The outside walls are of buff brick, pounds apart. Last of all the car is driven on to
and the inside is finished in salt-glazed tile. The the light testing apparatus; here everyone must
floor is a six-inch reinforced concrete slab; there get out of the car so that it is as level as possible.
if, no substructure. Inside are housed five complete The lights are tested for intensity and focus by
lanes of testing equipment consisting of brake this machine.
testing machines, hydraulic lifts for inspecting At this point another attendant glances over
steering assemblages, side slip indicators which the card upon which the operator has been record-
prove wheel alignment, and headlight testing ap- ing the results and confides to you that your car
paratus. The far right lane is equipped to handle has or has not passed the grueling ordeal. Oh yes,
trucks and the other types of large-size vehicles there is one other item: you should probably have
which come in for inspection. When the lane was a rather hard time getting away without paying
first put into operation, eighteen men were hired the cashier that fifty cents.
to operate it; since that time several more have It has taken just five minutes to take your car
been added. They are all under regular civil through the inspection lane. Simple arithmetic
service appointments. shows that the Cincinnati testing station has a

Let us suppose you are an average motorist maximum capacity of one machine per minute.
about to have your car tested. Driving north on
Central Parkway following the horseshoe bend, HUMAN ERROR
you negotiate- a left-about-face into the drive
entrance to get into line with about fifty other By enforcing compulsory inspection of motor
cars that are distributed over four lanes. (Enough vehicles, officials are attacking a contributing
cars are called in each week to keep the lane cause of perhaps one-seventh of the nation's traffic
operating at maximum efficiency.) There follows accidents. It appears that a larger field for effort
a fiv~- or six-minute wait, during which time your exists in reducing a contributory cause to nearly
conscience"may bother you when you think of all all collisions-human, individual error. There are
the repairs you might have had made on your car. many poor drivers on the roads due to the ease

Finally you are next in line to enter the garage. with which a driver's license can be obtained.
A courteous attendant in a white coat, who walks Too many people regard the operation of a motor
out to meet your car, inspects your driver's license, vehicle not as a privilege, but as a right, quite as
and your automobile license certificate. From inalienable as "life, liberty, and the pursuit of
these he records your name, address, license num- happiness." Approximately 65 per cent of the
ber, and the type of your vehicle. A mechanic present automobile drivers have never had their
climbs into the car after chasing you out of the driving ability questioned, because of the recent
driver's seat and begins pushing and pulling but- enactment of licensing laws in some states and
tons, testing the windshield wiper, all of the lights, the provision that anyone who had been driving
including stop lights, and blowing the horn, mean- before the laws became effective could receive a
while punching out the results on a printed form permit without submitting to an examination.
with his free hand. He then drives over a pair of Much has been done to insure the proper me-
steel plates which are connected to dials which chanical condition of the machines we drive. May
indicate the side slip in the wheels; if your car not the same technique be applied in order to
is out of line, bells ring and red lights flash. (These insure a certain amount of skill in the beings who
signals make such a splendid show that it is a pilot the cars? The future will bring more rigid
temptation to knock your car out of line in order inspection of automobiles-and their drivers.
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SEEN AND HEARD
WITH 1940 GRADUATES
Our last column on the 1940

graduates-and don't think they're
slipping! They are not! Just look
-we see, RUSSELL HOLLAND,Bus.
Ad., becoming a U. S. Steel man,
keeping their accounts straight.
... ALLEN KOTHE, Ch.E., digging
for oil in Michigan for the Roose-
velt Oil Co.... WILLIAM FLETCHER,
C.E., laying pipe 'all around Cleve-
land for the Standard Oil Pipe Line
Co.... WALTE·RSCHOCK, Com.E.,
and SYLVANBURKE, Com.E., rush-
ing the defense program with the
Bendix AviationCo. up in South
Bend .... FRANK RANZ, E.E., tak-
ing time studies here in Cincy for
the Le Blond Machine Tool Co. · · ·
MARION PHARES, Bus.Ad., turning
into a statistician at the Kroger
Grocery and Baking Co. and an-
nouncing her engagement to Jay
Ritchie .. " . ALICE MAGEE,B.S .. in
A.A., drawing advertisements for
the Alms and Doepke Co. · · ·
ROBERTFOERSTER,BUB.Ad., taking
orders and working overtime for
the Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.
ALBERT SCHOENSTEIN, E.E., elec-
trical engineering .for Armco at
Butler, Pennsylvania, with the help
of MITCHELL KARTALIA,E.E~ · · ·
LOUISMESSER,C.E., becoming part
of the title of Frank Messer & Sons
and contracting for all kinds of
jobs ... tl FRANK RIORDAN,Ch.E.,
making use of his natural gift of
gab in turning salesman for the
Detroit Rex Products Co. . . ·
CHESTER DA RIF, Ch.E., making
steel at top speed for the Middle-
town branch of Armco .... RICH-
ARD STEFFENS, Com.E., staying
near the Alma Mater, working for
the Philip Carey Co. out in Lock-
land .... HARRY DUNLAP, E.E.,
with the Gas and Electric Co. gen-
erating electricity for all the Cin-
cinnatians. . . . FRANK HAWKE,
E.E., thinking up new gadgets with
which to use electricity for the
Sunbeam Electric Co. . . . PAUL
NELSON, Ch.E., checking up on Re-
'public 'Steel products at Canton,
Ohio .... Roy CAMMACK,Bus.Ad.,
,analyzing sales and making valu-
able suggestions to the Wurzburg
Bros. . . . BERNARD CHANDLER,
Bus. Ad., doing time studies and
job analyses for the American Seat-
ing Co.

2b

ALUMNI IN GUIDANCE
Florence Endebrock. Bus.Ad. '42

IN general, the answer to the question "What kind of work
do you want to do after you graduate 't' is given in a

rather vague manner. Few people, and certainly few
graduates, know exactly what they are best fitted to do,
and usually wait for a special opportunity to arise when they
can take over a unique duty and decide that "this is the
job for me." Many of the alumni of the College of Engi-
neering and Commerce -have done this very thing. While
the cooperative work which they did as undergraduates
was intended to steer them into the right fields, a number
of them who have had the engineering training have gone
into fields of work which one would consider directly op-
posite to the thing for which they prepared. We present
to you a few of the alumni who have proven in various ways
that, while a knowledge of the science underlying the
practice of a profession is fundamentally necessary, the
technical training in the College of Engineering and Com-
merce can be stretched to cover a large scope of activity.

KUANG PEl LIU
An engineering graduate, Kuang Pei Liu has the task of

directing the rehabilitation of an estimated 40,000,,000 to
60,000,000 war refugees in China by means of the vast
Chinese Industrial Cooperatives movement. In his Univer-
sity of Cincinnati student days he was known as Kuang
Pei Liu. 'Today his name appears on records of the Chinese
Industrial Cooperatives as K. P. Liu, Secretary General. This
high post carries with it the duties of executive director.

Liu's first experience with the term "cooperative" came
as a student, for he graduated from the University as a Com-
mercial Engineer in 1925. During the last two and one-half
years of his course, Liu carried on his cooperative work
with the Ford Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan. After
leaving the University he returned to China, where he has
had a number of years of experience as a banker and gov-
ernment administrator.

During his campus days Liu was in a number of student
activities. University records ShOVI he was chairman of
the Chinese Association, the Chinese Students' Christian
Association, and the foreign student committee of the
campus Y. M. C. A. and vice president, and later president,
of the International Club.

With 90 per cent of China's modern industries destroyed
by the war, according to information from the Chinese
Industrial Cooperatives' New York Office, Liu and his staff
are trying to solve the ensuing unemployment problem and
the related problem of supplying the country's needs.

In addition to showing individuals how to do their share,
the movement is now reported to have set up around 1,500
units of small industrial cooperatives which are making
more than 50 kinds of goods in greatest demand. These
units are said to have an average of 30 working members,
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each supporting a family group. So great is the nesd, SEEN AND HEARD
however, that Liu has estimated 30,000 such units must be S
encouraged. WITH 1941 GRADUATE

A~sociated :,:ith. the U .. of C. graduate in this con:pre- Getting off to an early start, we
hensive rehabilitation project are Dr. H. H. Kung, Chinese find this year's graduates already
minister of finance, as chairman, and Dr. T. V. Soong, hopping into all sorts of jobs.
brother of Mme. Chiang Kai-Shek and former finance min- Among these are BOB DOEPKEN,
ister, as sponsor. Serving Liu as associate secretary general M.. E., P3:st president of Tau Be~a
is Hubert Liang, who was a colleague at Yenching Univer- PI, working on r.esearch and hIS
. master's degree simultaneously at

sity of Dr. Paul C.. Chang, who was ~ member ?f ~he the Chrysler Institute in Detroit
Leather Research unit of the U. C. Institute of Scientific ... FRANK TROY, M.E., learning
Research for three years. the little he doesn't already know

about "spirits" at the Schenley Dis-
MRS. MARGUERITE WYKOFF ZAPOLEON tilleries in Frankfort, Kentucky.

One of the founders of Pi Chi Epsilon, the honorary ... IRVIN SPIELBERG,Aero.E., voted
society for girls in the Engineering College, Mrs. Zapoleon the year's outstanding engineer by
is now a specialist in occupations for girls and women in the Trib~nal, tur!1ing O?t airplanes
the occupational information and guidance service of the for WrIght FIeld In Dayton.

· ducationv She i If··· HARRY GRAHAM, C.E., con-United States Office of E ucation, She IS a so a ormer mem- structing a dam down in North
ber of the Co-ep Club of young women cooperative students Carolina for the Utah Construction
at the University. She holds two U. C. degrees-the degrees Co.... JANE BAILEY, Bus.Ad.,
of Commercial Engineer and Bachelor of Arts. Following cheering Mr. Baude's heart as she
her graduation here in 1928, she spent a year at the New turns out st~tistics for the H. H.
Y k S h I f S . I W k d th tt d d th A· Meyer Packing Co. · · · EUGENEor ? 00 .0 oCIa. or, an en a en e e. meri- BOWLES, Com.E., supervising pro-
can University, Washington, D. C., where she received the duction for the International Har-
Master of Arts degree. She carried on further advanced vester Co., at Richmond, Indiana.
studies at the London School of Economics and the Geneva ... PAUL SHELTON, M.E., making
(Switzerland) School of International Studies. an~ using steam &~ovels at Marion,

Mrs. Zapoleon, before joining the staff of the U. S. Office OhIO, for the Marlon Steam Shovel
f Ed ti to 1 I ith th C··· Co. · · · ARDATH SCHNEIDER,Bus.o uca ion, was voca rona counse or ~I . e IncInna:I Ad., cost accounting at the Cincin-

schools, and later served as head of the District of Columbia nati Chemical Co., and wearing' a
employment center junior counselling division. diamond from Bol3, MILLER,Bus.Ad.

She has published numerous articles and is chairman of ... MARTIN LITTMAN, Ch.E., not
the National Vocational Guidance Association legislative wanting to .leav~ campus, moving
committee vice president of the District of Columbi G .d- over to BaSIC Science !~r graduate, . . a UI. work under the supervision of Arm-
ance and ~er~onnel Ass~clatIon, and member of the Ameri- co.... JOHN QUIT1\ER,E.E., in radio
can ASSOCIatIon of SOCIal Workers. engineering work for Westing-

JUANITA RANDOLPH house. · .: L.OWEL~SHALLENBERG,
. . . M. E., skipping the draft and be-

Juanita Randolph graduated from the Business Admin- ing commissioned as an Ensign in
istration course when she attended U. C., but now she is . the ordnance department of the
teaching the third and the fourth grades and Home Eco- Navy .... DICK ARENTSON,Aero.E.,
nomics and Health at the Apache Indian Reservation at making airplane parts and motors
Bylas, Arizona. She also coaches the pre-high school Indian i~ Baltimore for the Glenn L. Mar-

• • • ° tin Co.... RUTH EpPSTEIN, Bus.
girls In games and Physical Education. She has attended Ad. adding the name "Dalton" as
several of the tribe's "devil dances" and ceremonial dances she' pulled a fast one and married
to heal the sick. her "med" student three weeks

Miss Randolph got her Bachelor of Business Administra- before the d~te ·s~t... · · LOUIS
tion degree in 1939 and later attended the U. C. Teachers PRUES,.C.E.., In traInIng, at M.I:T.

.'. . for a Job In the Bureau of ShIpS
College. While a student she dId not concentrate on BUSI- under the U. S. Naval Reser-ve.
ness Administration alone, but took part in other campus ... JACK TARR, Bus.Ad., figuring
activities. Her favorite pastime seems to have leaned on the priorities at Wright Field in Day-
sport side, because she played basketball on the engineering ton .... WILLIAM THOMAS,Bus.Ad.,
girls' team the first year they won the trophy in the buying cocoanut oil for 'Procter and
Women's Athletic Association intramural program. She is ~ambl~. · · · JAM~S JOHNSON, E.FJ..,
. . . installing electr-ical apparatus, In
Just one of the graduates who have rerouted their careers In Lockheed planes at Burbank Cali-
order to make themselves more useful to society as a whole. fornia. '
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Old Trails and Turnpikes cent) and under no circums~ances, 5 d~gre~s
(C ii d f P 15) (8.75 per cent); (2) a sufficient convexity Inon ~nue rom age . . .

rivers canals and roads in the United States. He the roadbed, together with side ditches and
wrote~ "The ~eneral utility of artificial roads and drains to prevent i~ju~y by sta~?ing wat~r or
canals is at this time so universally admitted as freshets; (3) an arfificial bed of. pounded (or
hardly to require any further proofs." When this r.ammed) stones or ~ravel sUffi~Ientl~ substan-
report was made a great number of turnpike tial to support the we~ght of carr iages In general
roads had been completed at costs varying from use of the road, either for the conveyance
less than $1000 to over $14,000 per mile. On of perso~s "or for the transportation of
most of these roads, the natural soil was used. merchandl~e.
The improvements made, which were sufficiently The turnpike boom was felt .for aln:os~ fift~
important to attract customers, were merely the years. Toll ~oads were common ~n the Cincinnati
shortening of distances, cutting down of grades, area. ~eading ~oad was a series of toll roads
removing rocks and obstacles, draining by ditches, cut off In tw~-mile lengths. There .was an o~dtoll
and providing bridges at streams instead of gate on Reading Road between Melish and LIncoln
forcing the travelers to ford. Avenues, another near the present Tennessee

Avenue, and another beyond Bond Hill. Spring-
TURNPIKE COMPANIES field Pike through Hartwell, Wyoming, and Glen-

By 1806 the Government had become sufficiently dale was also a toll road. A few of the old mile-
concerned about the road situation to do some- stones on this highway can be seen today.
thing about it. On March 29, 1806, the Old Na- About 1830 a serious menace to the turnpike
tional Road-was authorized by an act of Congress had risen-new ventures in transportation in the
and approved by President Jefferson. It was to East and Midwest-the canal, and a few years
be extended from Washington to St. Louis and later-the steam railroad. Capital was invested
total appropriations for it amounted to $6,824,- in new schemes and the roads began to fall into
919.33. However, by 1850 practically all of the decay. The old stagecoaches and the lumbering
Old National Road was absorbed by turnpike freight wagons were driven back to remote dis-
companies. tricts, where the common dirt road with all its

As an example of the popularity of the turnpike imperfections was accepted as inevitable. The
as an investment, it was stated that between 1803 nation was absorbed in the great task of develop-
and 1807 over fifty turnpike companies were in- ing the boundless West. In this period, too, came
corporated in the state of Connecticut alone. While the Civil War, which for more than a decade
an investment of this kind often seemed very swept such matters as road improvement wholly
attractive, there were times when the venture out of the public mind.
proved a financial failure, with little or no return Since then great strides have been made in
on the original capital. Some toll roads, however, highway engineering, but in the case of roads
paid as high as eleven per cent dividends annually as in many other things history seems to repeat
for many years. itself. For now we have the return of the old

The construction of some of the turnpikes was turnpike, and hear rumors of even greater interest
quite worthy of praise. The Philadelphia-Lancas- in long-range military roads.
ter Road, begun in 1792, was 62 miles long, with
a pavement 24 feet wide. The roadway was cov- Radiant Heat
ered with a layer of rammed stones 18 inches (Continued from Page 20)
thick at the middle and 12 inches thick at the or obnoxious fumes from the fuel endanger the
edges. The maximum grade was 7 per cent. Stone health of the workmen and low heat losses prevent
arch bridges were built across all the streams; high temperatures in the vicinity of the oven. The
one over the Conestoga consisted of 9 spans. It skeleton framework also makes visual and con-
would make a very respectable highway for some tinuous inspection possible.
of our counties today. A summary of the prin- The higher cost of electric power in certain
ciples of road construction used in those days, as localities as well as its slightly higher cost as com-
given by Gallatin, show that our early American pared to other fuels is the limiting factor in the
highway engineers need not be despised by any future expansion of the radiant heat industry.
means. These principles were: With the numerous advantages cited and with

"(1) Reduction of hills by diminishing the further improvements through research, this in-
angle of ascent, which ought not to exceed, dustry should continue to grow to one of major
wherever practicable, 31h degrees (6.12 per importance.
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What Is Science?
(Continued from Page 9)

law?" Thus, with the help of a theory a single
new fact may lead to a new law.

It may happen, however, that a new fact does
not agree with the law that the theory would give
for it. What then? Here is the crucial situation
of the scientific method. A single new scientific
fact disagreeing with the theory completely in-
validates the theory. The willingness to give up
an old established theory as soon as it is proved to
be definitely inconsistent with a single scientific
fact is the attitude of Science; no branch of knowl-
edge without this attitude can be called a science.

With the invalidation of the old theory begins
the attempt to construct a new theory, a theory
that would account for the old and also for the new
facts. This quest may last a number of years. In
the meantime an attempt is made to find a con-
sistent set of limitations within which the old
theory can be applied. If this attempt succeeds,
the old theory may be retained, with the status
of a general law for the field of knowledge thus
limited. When the new theory is finally invented
it either replaces the old (limited) theory by a
simpler law of the same or greater generality, or
shows that the old theory is a convenient approxi-
mation, within certain limits, to the new theory.

Science is therefore a systematization of knowl-
edge having for its immediate purpose an under-
standing of nature; it is based upon objectively
verified facts; its theories are made as simple and
as general as possible, but are always accepted
with the understanding that a single scientific
fact disagreeing with the theory invalidates it.
Having a scientific attitude consists in being will-
ing to accept only carefully and objectively veri-
fied facts, and to hold a single fact above the
authority of the oldest theories. Nothing can be
called scientific that is not based on such an
attitude.

THE J. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO.

Telephone. AVon 3116

2519 VINE STREET
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Make this booklet part
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IT'S FREE • This 16-page booklet shows the proper methods of
indicating more than 30 different types of bolts, nuts, rivets and
other standard machine fasteners on assembly and detail drawings.
It will fit inside your drawing instrument case for handy referen~e.
No dimensions nor specifications are given, but merely the sim-
plified representations of fasteners which most draftsmen employ.

More than 30,000 students, instructors, and professional drafts-
men have requested and received this booklet. Your copy is free
for the asking. Just drop a card to our Port Chester address"

R8 & W EMPIREFastenings, well known even when the first trans-
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A Twenty-year Resume
(Continued from Page 6)

herein contained, the writer has suggested to
himself that representative jokes of the first five-
year periods be printed with the rest of this his-
tory (jokes of the last period are still current rib-
ticklers, so let's stay clear of repetitions). Please
don't hesitate to stop me if you've heard these.
The first one could be (and was) called "Get the
pulmotor-he's unconscious."

He: "You have it rather dim in here; shall I
put up the lights?"

She: "Unless you're kidding, I guess you might
as well."

Or on the more serious side of funny stuff-
"One hit; one error."

Toastmaster (rapping sleeping member on the
head with gavel) : "Wake up, brother. Broth-
er Blubber is speaking."

Sleeping lVlember: "Hit me again, I can still
hear him."

Or to finish-
Baby: "And I'm the first girl you've ever

kissed."
Senior: "Now that you've mentioned it, you

do look familiar."
Well, readers, you've stayed faithful this far

(and this is stated advisedly), but you're getting
tired of reading, this old typewriter is beginning
to take on a ruffled attitude toward the beautiful
things in literature, and my conscience is start ..
ing to trouble me, so this outrage must end.
Without a superfluous expenditure of formality or
a masterful literary closure, it seems appropriate
to end this last score of years of publication of
the COOPERATIVE ENGINEER with a comment which
headed the first issue.

Entitled, "A Message from Dean Schneider,"
this prophecy is: "Back of everything which the
College of Engineering and Commerce does, there
are certain definite policies. One of them is to
start modestly, to keep modest, and to grow
stronger and better as the years go by. Another
one is to push to a successful fruition, anything
which you undertake.

"So here is The Co-operative Engineer, begin-
ning modestly, as the Co-op Course itself began.
Instead of proclaiming its virtues with a brass
band, it acknowledges its frailties, confesses its
faults and points with confidence to its husky par-
entage, the Co-op student body.

"It will grow as they grew, from little begin-
nings; and, to maintain another policy of the
college, it will strive to become some day, the very
best of its kind. So here's your baby; do your
duty as parents."

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

A new book by LeBlond ... strikingly illustrated
with colorful murals . . . depicting in symbolic
realism the American scene yesterday. today.
and tomorrow.

The accompanying story is that of LeBlond
lathes which daily augment the vast horde of
whirling spindles throughout American industry.

Read it today. Copies
available in the Library,
Baldwin Hal/.

The R. K. LeBlond
Machine Tool Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio
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Industries of the Kanawha Valley is largely a made-to-order affair: a customer or-

(C ti d f P 13) - ders from Rubber Service a chemical to do a
on inue rom age if t k i th . f bb d thspeci c as In e processmg 0 ru er, an e

where it is separated into its component gases. research chemists then set about to develop a
Ethylene, propylene, and the higher saturated chemical or mixture of chemicals that will do this
gases are the valuable synthesis components of task. This prevents standardization and mass
natural gas. From propylene are produced acetone production, necessitates a large research organiza-
and acetic anhydride, and from ethylene are pro- tion, and provides a continual variety of work.
duced ethylene glycol and ethyl alcohol. Carbide The American Viscose Company was a British
is the only concern in America to produce ethyl concern operating several rayon plants in Amer-
alcohol in this manner; last year 18% of the ica. However, these were recently purchased by
country's ethyl alcohol was supplied by this syn- a group of New York bankers. One of these plants
thesis. Due to the similarity of the manufacture is located at Nitro, West Virginia. Here rayon is
of mustard gas to some of the synthesizing proc- manufactured from wood pulp and cotton linters
esses at Carbide, this plant could be converted (cotton fibers that are too short to be spun) by the
into the world's largest mustard gas producer in viscose process. This process consists" of first
a few short weeks. treating the cotton linters with caustic, then with

Adjoining the Carbide and Carbon plant in carbon disulfide, and finally with an acid solution.
South Charleston is the plant of the Westvaco Charleston and the surrounding area is
Chlorine Products Corporation. The world's larg- frequently called "The Chemical Center of the
est producer of chlorine, Westvaco has 4500 Vorce World." While this statement is very broad, the
chlorine cells. This company produces also sodium region nevertheless is very highly developed as to
hydroxide, trichloromethylene, carbon disulfide, chemical industries. Concentrated in the Kanawha
carbon tetrachloride, and chlorides of sodium, po- Valley, close to Charleston, are the world's largest
tassium, calcium, and barium. Westvaco's main methanol plant, America's second largest am-
raw material, salt brine, is obtained from the monia plant, the world's largest plate glass
company's own salt wells in the vicinity of South factory, and the world's largest chlorine producer.
Charleston".

The Barium Reduction Corporation in South
Charleston was built in 1913 to manufacture
barium oxide, from which was made hydrogen
peroxide. Since then, however, a less expensive
method of making hydrogen peroxide has been
developed, practically destroying the market for
barium oxide. This forced Barium Reduction to
find some new products or to close their plant.
The former course was chosen. The chief products
of Barium Reduction are now pigments for paint,
oil cloth, and linoleum. The main pigment made
here is "Lithopone," a mixture of barium sulfate
and zinc sulfide.

NITRO'S INDUSTRIES
At Nitro, West Virginia, about 5 miles west of

Charleston, are plants of the American Viscose
Company and of the Rubber Service Laboratories
Company. During the First World War, Nitro
was one of the munition centers of America;
however, the government-operated munitions
plant has since been abandoned.

The Rubber Service Lahoratories Company
manufactures a complete line of chemicals for the
rubber industries. Their main products are chem-
icals to speed up the vulcanization of rubber and
chemicals to prevent deterioration of rubber due
to oxidization. The rubber chemicals industry
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Engineering Activities the good food and the beer. ce~ented th,e good

(C ti d f P 17) fellowship already rampant In this bunch.on tnue rom age ' ... .. The Coop ENGINEER staff (and a few extras)
and proceeded to kno~k the W?Ite ~ellets I~ varIOUS all got together for several blow-outs in the space
-and I do mean varIous-dIrectIons. Still oth~rs of one week. The first, held spontaneously at the
of the lovers of nature could be seen chasing Mueller residence in Lockland celebrated the
smaller children from the set of swings across the coming-of-age of last year's editor, Doug Vest. In
road. The climax came when one of the loyal mem,- spite of the fact that there wasn't any baking
bers came driving back with some cold white-caps. powder in the birthday cake, it was eaten almost
With half-warm weiners (the water took too long to the last crumb. On the way home, in the small
to boil) this was indeed a welcome beverage. hours of the morning, former editor Donald J.
(Isn't it always?) Montgomery, mentioned above, fell into the hands

Alpha Chi Sigma held one of the famous brawls of the law, but his famous gift of gab kept him
at Ash Grove, somewhere between here and' San out of the jug for the time being!
Francisco. Music was furnished by a "juke box" Invading Mary Jane Redmond"s (Editor of the
which needed slight adjustments at various times Profile) home a few days later, the same bunch
throughout the evening (and once again, I do swam in the afternoon, ate a fried chicken supper,
mean various). Refreshments were free, and no and then swam some more, played ping' pong,
one was a wall flower, except Ruth (Ed.) Mueller danced and drank cokes until the small hours of
who had a sprained ankle. (This was really legiti- the morning. During the course of the evening,
mate.) The main feature of the evening was an several excellent voices were discovered while
Apache dance by Larry Mongan and several oth- everyone blasted out in a songfest, trying to over-
ers of the immense crowd. Far be it to question come the loud tones of "Seven Beers with the
Ellsworth Nelson's veracity, but he had a very Wrong Woman" as sung by the Kentucky delega-
funny-smelling Coca Cola. The Fraternity wishes tion.
to thank Doug Vest and Don Montgomery for the New officers of Pi Chi Epsilon are announced
use of their "teeth housings" to catch the drips as follows: President, Dawn Corneil; Vice-Presi-
from a leaky keg faucet! dent, Dorothy McKibben; Secretary-Treasurer,

Rumbling wheels were the order of the day as Genevieve Smith; Corresponding Secretary,
the Cincinnati delegation rolled into Pittsburgh Eloise Sieck.
for the annual A.S.M.E. convention of the Alle- The Bus.Ad. junior men played a fast and
gheny Section, held on May 8 and 9. Pitt's pride, furious game of baseball with the faculty on July
the Cathedral of Learning, was no match for the I-Registration Day! The undergrads walloped
tall tales borne to and from the convention halls the members of the esteemed faculty 11-3, evening
by the Queen City adventurers. In spite of the up the series score at 1-1, since the faculty beat
seemingly unlimited store of fair attractions and the same bunch last year, 9-8. "Buzz" Bursiek,
interesting spots, departure was affected on that expert in corporation finance and economics, star-
cold and rainy Saturday morning-departure in red at third base for the faculty, and was unable
company with three gallons of oil and a set of to move when several sizzling line drives were hit
radio tubes. (Not bad for beginners 1) down his way. Professors Dangel, White, Garber,

No summer term is successful for the M.E. and Smith were among the faculty members on
students without a rousing picnic at Elmer Schil- the short end of the score.
ling's cottage. This year-yea, brethren, how that Baseball games between the different classes of
hallowed drum did rumble. Even the fish of the chemicals are common occurrences these days. In
Little Miami received competition as those two spite of the roasting weather, four teams-the
river rats Miefert and Biery made their un- grads, juniors, pre-juniors, and sophs-battle
heralded spring debut (assisted no end by Hia- each other for departme11tal honors. Ever since
watha Schmalzl and Giggling Aqua Wade). the competition started, a certain local major
Closed eyes that day brought not only darkness league ball club is still looking for the rest of their
but contented appetites for the supply had far fans. (Don't tell them where they are.) Up-to-
exceeded the demand. date the competition has been very keen, with the

. Pi Tau Sigma held its annual stag picnic at the sophs taking the honors with no defeats-not
above-mentioned camp the day after graduation, mentioning the number of games played. (Ques-
with the seniors being the honored guests. Only tion: Did a soph write this?) (Ed. Note-Yes!)
three brave souls ventured into the water, while The grads are still plugging away, but a few canes
the rest stayed on shore and shivered! As above, and crutches would be very useful.
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~stinghouse

Let's
_--- __ -...• ..-. -_••·c._ ••·.-·.·_·._-.-._.·.. _.'_' Try It Again!

THE OSCILLOGRAPH LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
The Westinghouse cathode-ray oscillograph Lightning is a constant threat to transmission R dl £ h
makes written records of electrical events oc- lines. Westinghouse has constructed lightning egar ess 0 OW you came out on
curring in as short a time as: arresters that protect the highest voltage hI· f •
1. One second carried, which is: t east serres 0 questions, here's
2. One cycle of a 60 cycle per second wave 1. 33,000 volts
3. One-thousandth of a second 2. 66,000 volts another chance for you to see how
4. One-millionth of a second. 3. 220,000 volts

4. 287,000 volts familiar you are with important de-

velopments in the field of electrical

engineering.

Optional answers are provided for

each of the six questions listed at the

left. Your task is to check the correct

answer in each instance. To elimi-

'v, lX'-" nate any peeking, the answers are
DEEP OIL WELL DRILLING STEAM-TURBINE GENERATOR • db I id

Great depth is being attained with electric rigs Installed in Philadelphia is the largest single- prmte e OW, UpSI e down.
using Westinghouse equipment. To date, holes shaft steam-turbine generator ever constructed. If f f .
have been drilled as deep as: It was built by Westinghouse and can develop: you get our out 0 SIX correct

1. 1200 feet 1. 17,500 kw 'II b doi II· h F'
2. 4,800 feet 2. 72,500 kw you e olng a fIg t. rve out of
3. Two and one-half miles 3. 165,000 kw •• h h If
4. Six and one-third miles. 4. 850,000 kw SIX passes you WIt onors. you

should know all the answers you can

give yourself a good pat on the hack.

* ANSWERS *
• J. ·say···················· ············aldpaPd ao!-aa

___ IIIIIIII __ iii'i'.i:li3'''''''M':::Z''':''''_'''' Of: ·say··················ltI~!l lOBla0:J amo.IpwS

SEADROME CONTACT LIGHT DE-ION PRINCIPLE
The Seadrome Contact Light, developed by As pioneered in 1928 by Dr. Joseph Slepian, of: ·say················.loIB.Iaaa~ au!q.In~-mB.ns
Westinghouse to facilitate night landing of sea- Westinghouse Research Engineer, the De-ion
planes, is turned on and off by: principle is concerned with: of: ·say····················~aHn.Ia naA\. no daaa
1. A man in a launch 1o Faster, more 'efficient extinction of elec-

2. An electric eye tric arcs " • .suy S.Ialsauy ~atulq~I1:
3. Radio signals from shore 2. A new method of chargmg for electric power t . .
4o A submerged cable. 3. The theory of magnetism

4. Harnessing the power of the atom. ott' ·sav································qdB.rlJ0lnosO ~nlJ.



contrasts are hard on the eyes and also reduce
seeing abili ty.

. For some years G-E engineers have been work-
ing with U. S. Army Air Corps engineers at Wright
Field to improve illumination of airplane instru-
ment panels. Result: a fluorescent system very
effective for formation flying and landings at
night or in the tricky half-light of dawn or dusk.

Luminous paint on the instruments is activated
SHOT -GUN FEED ~Y ~l~rav~?le~ light fr.om fluorescent l.amps. !he

. . invisible light, which shows up In varIOUS,

REMEMB~R the old melodramas in which colors, is easy on the eyes during long-range mis-
the heroine, about to meet h~r d~om fro~ a sions which call for intense instrument reading.

buz~saw, w~s rescu~d by the hero Jt.tst in th~ nick One fluorescent assembly on a flexible cable enables
~f tim?,? It s ~ot. J~st because this plot IS too the pilot to move the light source anywhere he

corny that It isn t used today. Actually the pleases to read maps or indicators.
modern electric "shot-gun feed" wouldn't give
our hero time to reach his lady love.

Sawmill carriages have to move and stop fast.
Although it had been tried several times, driving
carriages by electricity just didn't pan out until it
was found that the problem could be solved with
General Electric amplidyne excitation.

The Homestake Mining Co.'s plant in Spear-
fish, S. D., has a 'sawmill carriage with an electric
shot-gun feed. Fast? Get a load of this: 16-foot
logs are whizzed back and forth through a head-
saw in less than six seconds, and the carriage makes
a round trip of 50 feet in 5.2 seconds.

NEW GAUGE

UNTIL recently thickness of sheet steel was
measured with calipers which felt both sides

of a plate-sometimes an inconvenient or impos-
sible procedure. Now General Electric has an-
nounced a magnetic gauge, which needs to be
applied to only one side of a steel sheet to measure
its thickness. "

The portable, seven-pound instrument sends a
current through the metal and records the change

-'~,"""' in magnetic reluctance as the thickness varies. The
MAGIC PANEL General Electric engineers who work on ,this de-

velopment are: W. E. Abbott, M. I. T., 36, and

GOOD lighting of the instrument_panel is vital B.M. Smith, Pratt, '16. General Electric Company,
to a pilot when flying at night. Glare or sharp Schenectady, New York.

GENERAL. ELECTRI~l


